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Abstract approved:

Large numbers of 1950's vintage conventionally reinforced concrete (CRC)

bridges remain in-service in the national bridge inventory. Many of these bridges are

lightly reinforced for shear. Evaluation of these bridges to prevent unnecessary and

costly repairs requires refined analytical techniques. This dissertation presents finite

element (FE) modeling and comparisons of various analytical methods for predicting

capacity of CRC girders typical of reinforced concrete deck girder (RCDG) bridges.

Analyses included bridge-system load distribution, member capacity prediction, and

consideration of corrosion damage for strength deterioration.

Two in-service RCDG bridges were inspected and instrumented to measure

response under known load configurations. Load distribution was developed for the

bridges based on the field data. Comparisons with AASHTO factors indicated the

design factors for load distribution are conservative. Load distribution of the tested
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bridges was numerically obtained using FE analysis. The comparisons between

predicted results and field-test data indicated the elastic FE analysis can be used for

modeling of cracked RCDG bridges to predict load distribution factors for more

accurate bridge evaluation.

Analyses were performed for a large set of full-size RCDG, designed to

reflect 1950's vintage details, and tested using various loading configurations. Four

different analysis methods were used to predict the capacity of the specimens

considering details of various stirrup spacing, debonded stirrups, flexural-bar cutoff,

anchorage of flexural reinforcing, and moving supports.

Nonlinear FE analyses were performed to predict behavior of two groups of

experimental reinforced concrete (RC) specimens. Two different span-to-depth

ratios were included: 2.0 and approximately 3.0. Concrete confinement effects were

included in the material modeling. A quasi-displacement control technique was

developed to reduce solution times. The FE predicted results correlated well with

the experimental data.

FE modeling techniques were developed to isolate different contributions of

corrosion damage to structural response of experimental RC beams designed to

produce diagonal-tension failures. Corrosion-damage parameters included concrete

cover spalling; uniform stirrup cross-sectional loss; local stirrup cross-sectional loss

due to pitting; and debonding of corrosion-damaged stirrups from the concrete. FE

analyses were performed including both individual and combined damages. The FE



results matched experimental results well and quantitatively estimated capacity

reduction of the experimental specimens.
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CHAPTER 1

General Introduction

There are large numbers of conventionally reinforced concrete (CRC) bridges

remaining in the national inventory that are lightly reinforced for shear. One of the

most common types is the deck girder bridge that was widely used during the

highway expansion of the late 1940's through the early 1960's. Bridges of this type

have girders cast integrally with the slab and may be single span or continuous over

multiple supports.

Early AASHTO provisions [AASHO, 1944; 1949; 1953; 1957; 1961; 19651

for shear design of CRC bridges used allowable stress design and relied on the

concrete to carry a prescribed working stress at service load levels. The magnitude

of working stress permitted for the concrete in shear was 0. 02f' for unanchored

longitudinal bars and 0. 03f' for anchored longitudinal bars. Reinforcing steel was

used to provide supplemental resistance when required and the permissible stirrup

stress increased to 138MPa (20 ksi) in 1953 from I1OMPa (16 ksi) in 1949. Salient

shear related provisions in the AASHTO code during this time period are

summarized in Table 1. As seen in the table, designers in the 40's, 50's, and 60's

relied on a larger allowable concrete stress than would be permitted today. As a

result, these early designs would require smaller sized stirrups or more widely spaced

shear reinforcement.



Table 1 - Changes in AASHTO Standard Specifications (3" 12th editions).

Year (edition)
1941(3") 1944(4") 1949(5") 1953(6th)

I
1957(7")

I
1961(8th)

I
1965(9") 1969(10") 1973(11 lIt) 1977(1

Reinforced Concrete Desian
- Effective flange width

(minimum of)
1/4 of the span length of the beam, in.

Girder spacing (center to center), in.
12 tslab + b

6 b
I

N/A
I

N/A
I

N/A N/A N/A N/A
I

N/A
I

N/A
- Diaphragm for L> 40 At the middle or at the third points
Loads:

Impact formula I = 50/(L+125)
Lateral distribution to interior concrete stringers
- Multiple traffic lanes

S/5 Sf5 Sf5 I S/5 I S/5 I Sf5 I S/6 I Sf6 I S/6on concrete floor

Concrete:
Allowable Stresses

Flexural (extreme fiber)
- Compression

- Tension (plain) for footings
Shear

Beam w/o web reinforcement

- Long. bars not anchored

- Long. bars anchored

Beam wf web reinforcement

- Long. bars not anchored

- Long. bars anchored

Horizontal shear
Bond
- Not anchored
- Anchored

or deform bars:
- Top bars
- Straight or hooked ends

a
E
0
C

0.33f'c 0.33f'c 0.33ft 0.40fc 0.4Ofc 0.4Ofc 0.40fc 0.40fc 0.40fc
0.025fc 0.025fc 0.030f'c 0.O3Ofc 0.O3Ofc 0.O3Ofc 0.O3Otc 0.030t'c 0.O3Ofc

a
C"

C)

0.02fc 0.02fc 0.O2fc 0.02ft 0.O2fc 0.02f'c 0.02?c 0.O2fc 0.02fc
0.03fc 0.O3fc 0.03fc 0.03?c 0.03f'c 0.O3fc 0.03f'c 0.O3fc 0.O3fc

0.046fc 0.046fc 0.046fc
0.075fc 0.075fc 0.075fc 0.075fc 0.075fc 0.075fc

0.O6Ofc 0.060?c 0.O6Ofc

NIA N/A N/A 0.lOf'c 0.15fc 0.lSfc 0.15cc 0.15fc 0.l5fc

0.033fc 0.0331'c 0.050fc N/A
0.OSOfc 0.050?c 0.075fc N/A

N/A 0.06?c 0.06?c 0.06?c 0.O6fc 0.O6fc N/A
N/A aloft 0.lOfc 0.lOfc 0.10cc 0.lOfc N/A

L



Table 1 - Changes in AASHTO Standard Specifications 3rd 12th editions) (continued).

- Size #3 - #11 top bars

- Bars other than top bars

- Size #14 and #18 top bars

- Bars other than top bars

- All deformed compression bars

Reinforcement:

'ear (edition)
1941(3)

J
1944(4m)

I
1949(5th) 1953(6th) 1957(7th)

I

1961(8th)
I

1965(9th)
I

1969(10th) 1973(11th) 1977(12th)

N/A (3.4 V

N/A (4.8 V c)ID

N/A (2.1 Vc"2)

N/A (3.Of'c")

N/A (6.5 fc)

Allowable Stresses (Intermediate Grade)
Tension

I

- Flexural

- Stirrup

Corn pressi

Details

Minimum stirrup spacin
1st stirrup location
(from the face of the su
Extension of flexural rebar
beyond the not needed poi

Flexural rebar spacing (in.)

General
- Slab

- Footing

- Work eposed to sea water
Max. rebar size

oncrete Material
Class A concrete mixtures:
Max. net water content per bag
of cement (gallons), Method A

Grade 40o

nf nf nf 16 16 16 20

<3/4d <3/4d <3/4d <314d <1/2h (web reinforcement required) or < 3/4h (noweb)

<1/4d <1/4d <1/4d <1/4d <1/4d

C)

45D 15D

Mm. of 2.50 of round bars (C. to C.) or 3 times the side dimensions of square> 1 .OD (clear) excluding <18 in.,>
bars (c. to c.), but> 1.5 times max. agg. size (clear) for all cases multilayer rebars,> 1.33 1 .5D, > 1.5

times max. agg. size times max.
(clear), or> 1 in. agg., or>

1.5 in.

2 in. clear 2 in. clear, 1.5 in. for stirrups
1 in. clear 1.5 in. attop,1 in. atbottom

3 in. clear

4 in. clear

1.5 in square or equivalent

6 I 6 I 6 I N/A I N/A I N/A I N/A I N/A I N/A



Table 1 Changes in AASHTO Standard Specifications (3'" 12th editions) (continued).
Year (edition)

1941 (3r) 1 944(4m) 1949(5m) 1 953(6th) 1 957(7m) 1961 (gm) 1 965(9uhl) 1969(1 Qtfl) 1973(11 m)

Cement content (sacks per cu.yd.) N/A N/A N/A 6 6 6 6 6 6
Maximum_aggregate_size_(in.)

Round Mesh 1.25 N/A
I

N/A
I

N/A
I

N/A
I

N/A
I

N/A
I

N/A
I

N/A
-Square mesh 1.00 lin.-No.4
Minimum concrete strength (psi) 3000

Major Changes (related to
reinforced concrete design)

H-S truck loadings were added.

IModifications for H-S truck axle spacing and lane loadings were made.

Clarification of live load applications and distribution of loads were made.

* No distinction between structural and intermediate grade rebars

Notation
b=the width of the beam, in.
d effective depth, in.

D = rebar diameter, in.

f compressive stress in concrete, ksi

= concrete strength, psi

h = total height (top of the slab to the bottom of the beam), in.
= impact factor

Revisions are made in the provisions for rein, steel and concrete design stresses to
conform to the new deformed bar.

AASHO adopted Standard Specification for Highway Materials and Methods
of Sampling and Testing

Prestressed concrete sections were revised.

Fatigue stress section was added.

INone
Load factor design
concepts were included.

L = span length, ft.

n = ratio of modulus of elasticity of steel to that of concrete

S = average spacing of stringers, ft.

t = slab thickness, in.
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During this same time period, the service level truck load model H20-S 16-44

did not change and remains the current HS2O-44 truck used in the 17th Edition of the

Standard Specification [AASHTO, 2002] as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. While the load

model has not changed, it is clear that actual truck load magnitudes and the volume

of truck traffic have increased over time.

H I5-SIZ 44 1,000- LBS. 24,000 LES. 24,000 LBS.
V

W

WIDTH TIRES SHALL BE THE
SAME AS THE STANDARD H TP.IJC

I

0.1W

WC0UIINE0 WEIGHT ON THE FIRST TWO AXLE5 WHICH IS THE SAME AS FOR THE
CORRESPONDING H THUCII

V VARIABLE SPACING - 4 FEET 10 30 FEET. INCLUSIVE. SPACING TO BE
USED IS THAI WHICH PRODUCES MAXIMUM STRESSES.

I&-OCLEARANCE L LANE WIDTH

STANDARD H-S TRUCKS
FIGURE 7

Fig. 1 AASHO 4th Edition Standard Specification design truck [AASHO, 1944].

A comparison of the AASHTO Standard Specification allowable stress

design methodologies was performed for the continuous span portion of a bridge that

exhibited the more significant diagonal tension cracking. The 6th and 17th editions of

the Standard Specification [AASHO, 1953; AASHTO, 2002] were used for this

comparison. Design trucks weights, axle spacings, and wheel patterns are the same

for both editions (HS2O-44 and H20-S 16-44). The controlling axle configuration for



maximum shear uses both axles spaced at 4.3m (14 ft). Live-load impact factors are

the same in both editions, equal to 28%. Load distribution for shear was included:

S/5 for the 1953 edition and S16 for the 2002 edition, where S (fi) is the average

spacing of girders. Total dead load of the bridge including the girders, deck,

diaphragms, and curbs was computed and distributed evenly to all girders. A

102mm (4 in.) asphalt overlay was included in the dead load calculation.

HS2O-44 8,000 LBS. 32,000 LBS.S 32.000 LBS1
HS15-44 6.000 LBS. 24,000 LBS. 24.000 LBS.

W COMBINED WEIGHT ON THE FIRST TWO AXLES WHICH IS THE SAME
AS FOR THE CORRESPONDING H TRUCK.

V VARIABLE SPACING - 14 FEET TO 30 FEET INCLUSIVE. SPACING TO BE
USED IS THAT WHICH PRODUCES MAXIMUM STRESSES.

CLEARANCE AND

2-0" 6-0" 2-0"

FIGURE 3.7.7A Standard IfS Thicks

Fig. 2 AASHTO 17th Edition Standard Specification design truck [AASHTO,
2002].

The allowable shear force for the girders was calculated using the specified

allowable concrete stress in shear as:

v = 0.03f! 1953 AASHO [1]

v, = 0.95/] 2002 AASHTO [2]



wheref' is the specified compressive strength of the concrete (22.8MPa (3300 psi)).

The concrete contribution was computed as:

V = v bd [3]

where b is the beam width (in.) and d is the beam depth (in.). The beam depth varies

depending on the amount of flexural steel as shown in Table 2. The steel

contribution to shear was calculated as:

Aj,d
[4]

where A is the area of the stirrups (1/2 in. diameter bars) (in.2), J is the stirrup

allowable steel stress (138MPa (20 ksi) for both editions) (ksi), d is the beam depth

(in.), and s is the stirrup spacing (in.). Concrete and steel contributions are

superimposed to determine the allowable shear. The allowable shear and the applied

shear are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 and are summarized in Table 2 for the 1953 and

2002 AASHTO Standard Specifications. As seen in these figures, the 1953 and 2002

versions have identical stirrup contributions to shear resistance. The 1953 design

load is larger than the 2002 design load for the interior girder due to the larger factor

used for load distribution (S/S for 1953 provisions and S/6 for 2002 provisions). The

1953 design was adequate for the time but relies on an unconservative concrete

allowable stress to meet the design criteria. The as-designed bridge would not be

considered adequate for the working stress design according to current standards, as

seen in Fig. 4, where the design loads exceed the allowable load in the high-shear

regions.
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120

80

a 40
.j0
Cl) -40

-80

-120

-160
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Fig. 3 Allowable shear and applied service level shear for 1953 AASHO allowable
stress design.
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160

120

80

40
.j0
U) -40

-80

-120

-160

-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64

Location (ft)

Fig. 4 Allowable shear and applied service level shear for 2002 AASHTO
allowable stress design.



Table 2 Design values for bridge girders according to 1953 and 2002 versions of
AASHTO Standard Specification.

Location from
Left SUPPOrt

Effective
Depth (in)

1953 V

(kip)

Stirrup
Spacing

2002 Vç

(kip)
vs

(kip)
1953 Vtotat

(kip)
2002 Vtota!

(kip)

0-12 50.4 64.8 N/A 35.7 0 64.8 35.7

12 15 49.0 63.0 N/A 34.7 0 63.0 34.7

15-35 49.0 63.0 10 34.7 38.5 101.5 73.2

35-60 49.0 63.0 12 34.7 32.1 95.1 66.8

60-83 48.6 62.6 12 34.5 31.8 94.4 66.3

83-120 48.6 62.6 18 34.5 21.2 83.8 55.7

120- 168 47.3 60.9 18 33.6 20.6 81.5 54.2

168 360 46.9 60.3 18 33.3 20.5 80.8 53.7

360-408 47.3 60.9 18 33.6 20.6 81.5 54.2

408-458 48.6 62.6 18 34.5 21.2 83.8 55.7

458-468 48.6 62.6 12 34.5 31.8 94.4 66.3

468-495 49.0 63.1 12 34.8 32.1 95.1 66.8

495 - 506 50.4 64.8 12 35.7 33.0 97.8 68.7

506-536 50.4 64.8 10 35.7 39.6 104.4 75.3

536 - 576 50.4 64.8 8 35.7 49.5 114.3 85.2

576-648 50.4 64.8 6 35.7 65.9 130.8 101.7

648-660 50.4 64.8 N/A 35.7 0 64.8 35.7

Many CRC deck girder bridges are reaching the end of their originally

intended design life and the combined effects of over-estimation of the concrete

contribution to shear resistance at design, increasing service load magnitudes and

volume, as well as shrinkage and temperature effects, may contribute to diagonal

tension cracking in these bridges. Due to the relatively light shear reinforcement,

diagonal cracks may not be well constrained and therefore become quite wide.

Inspections of approximately 1800 vintage CRC deck girder bridges in Oregon

revealed over 500 with varying levels of diagonal tension cracking as shown in Fig.

5. Crack widths over 2.5mm (0.1 in.) were observed. These findings resulted in
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load postings, monitoring, emergency shoring, repairs, and bridge replacements.

Refined analytical techniques are required for evaluation of these bridges to prevent

unnecessary and costly repairs.

U,

C,

I-

0
I.-

w
.0

E

z

150

I
120

90

60

30

°3035 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80

Year (1 900's)

Fig. 5 Distribution of total number of concrete bridges constructed each year and
those identified with diagonal tension cracks.

This dissertation presents finite element modeling and comparisons of

various analytical methods for predicting capacity of CRC girders typical of

reinforced concrete deck girder (RCDG) bridges. Analyses included bridge-system

load distribution, member capacity prediction, and consideration of corrosion

damage for strength deterioration. Load distribution for shear of the cracked RCDG

bridges was estimated using finite element analysis to obtain more accurate
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distribution factors than conservative distribution factors calculated using bridge

specification equations to prevent unnecessary and costly repairs. Various existing

analysis methods were employed to predict capacity of experimental specimens

designed to reflect 1950's vintage material properties and proportions. Finite

element modeling techniques were developed for capacity evaluation and condition

assessment of reinforced concrete members. The modeling procedure included

material models for nonlinear behavior of concrete and steel materials; and a quasi-

displacement control loading technique to accelerate the nonlinear solution.
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CHAPTER 2

Investigation of Live-Load Distribution for Shear in 1950's Vintage
Conventionally Reinforced Concrete Bridges
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Introduction and Background

There are large numbers of conventionally reinforced concrete (CRC) bridges

remaining in the national inventory that are lightly reinforced for shear. One of the

most common types is the slab-girder bridge that was widely used during the

highway expansion of the late 1940's through the early 1960's. Bridges of this type

have girders cast integrally with the slab and may be single span or continuous over

multiple supports.

Many CRC slab-girder bridges are reaching the end of their originally

intended design life and the combined effects of over-estimation of the concrete

contribution to shear resistance at design, increasing service load magnitudes and

volume, as well as shrinkage and temperature effects, may contribute to diagonal

tension cracking in these bridges. Due to the relatively light shear reinforcement,

diagonal cracks may not be well constrained and therefore become quite wide.

Inspections of approximately 1800 vintage CRC slab-girder bridges in Oregon

revealed over 500 with varying levels of diagonal tension cracking. These findings

resulted in load postings, monitoring, emergency shoring, repairs, and bridge

replacements.

Evaluation and assessment of these bridges for estimating remaining shear

capacity of bridge components and load effects distributed to the bridge members are

required to prevent unnecessary and costly repairs. In addition to bridge self weight,

investigation of live-load effects to girders are needed for bridge evaluation. Vehicle

load is assigned to the girders using a distribution factor. Field tests can provide in-
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situ distribution for accurate estimation of load distribution for a specific bridge.

Based on instrumented stirrups with strain gages at multiple cracked locations, a

distribution factor for shear can be estimated. However, conducting field testing for

all vintage RCDG bridges with diagonal tension cracks is nearly impossible.

AASHTO bridge specifications [AASHTO Standard Specification, 2002; AASHTO

LRFD Bridge Design Specification, 2003] can be an alternative to determine a

distribution factor for shear, yet the value could be overly-conservative for a specific

bridge [Stewart et al., 2002].

Numerical modeling of slab-girder bridges can be used to obtain a

distribution factor for bridges. The finite element method has been employed here to

determine distribution of internal actions throughout the structure. Proper selection

of elements and material properties are required. Various researchers have employed

modeling techniques in estimating load distribution. Hays et al. [1986] and

Brockenbrough [1986] used shell elements for the bridge decks and frame elements

for the bridge girders. Tarhini and Frederick [1992] used brick elements to model

the deck and shell elements to model the girders. Tests indicated that cracking of

concrete had little effect on the global behavior of the bridge structures in the elastic

range of structural behavior. Modeling the concrete as uncracked is acceptable for

structural analysis [AASHTO LRFD, 2003].

This paper presents findings of field testing of two in-service bridges.

Linear-elastic finite element analysis was employed to model the tested bridges and

determine distribution factors specifically for shear using ANSYS [2003], a
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commercially available finite element code. An eight-node shell element was

employed for decks, diaphragms, bent caps, and girders. Eccentricity of decks and

girders was considered. Beam elements were used to model columns under the bent

caps. The predicted distribution factors were compared with the field test data.

Finally, the bridge finite element models were employed to investigate distribution

factors for shear computed using procedures in the AASHTO bridge specifications.

Field Testing

Bridge Details

The Willamette River Bridge is on Oregon Highway 219, located near

Newburg, Oregon. The slab-girder bridge was designed in 1954 and built in 1956.

The bridge consists of 10 spans: four steel plate girder spans over water and three

conventionally reinforced concrete approach spans at each end. Concrete approach

spans exhibited significant diagonal cracks. The bridge has a regular layout with

rectangular prismatic girders, as shown in Fig. 1. The south approach spans were

selected for instrumentation. The approach spans have three equal span lengths,

16.76m (55 ft) each, and have a total width of 10.67m (35 fi).
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The spans comprise one simple span (Span 10) having five girders

368mmx1346mm (14.5in.x53in.) and two continuous spans (Spans 8 and 9) having

four girders 33Ommx 1346mm (1 3in.x53in.). Reinforced concrete diaphragms

229mmx1219mm (9in.x48in.) are located at quarter points of each span. The

approach spans have three simple supports (at Bent 5, 6, and Pier 5) and one fixed

support at Bent 4 with a bent cap 41 9mmx 1803mm (1 6.Sin. x7 1 in.) supported on

762mm (30 in.) square columns. The reinforced concrete deck is 152mm (6 in.)

thick.

The McKenzie River Bridge crosses the McKenzie River on Interstate 5 in

Lane County at the Linn County line. The bridge consists of 11 spans: four

reinforced concrete deck girder approach spans at each end, and three reinforced

concrete box-girder main spans. The bridge was constructed in 1960. The south

approach spans of the northbound lane of McKenzie River Bridge were selected for

testing. Design drawings of McKenzie River Bridge are shown in Fig. 2. The south

approach spans are each 1 5.24m (50 ft) long from centerline of supports. The south-

most span is a simple span, followed by a 3-span continuous portion. The spans

support a roadway width of 9.14m (30 ft), and have a total width of 10.72m (35 ft 2

in.). There are four girder lines in each of the spans, with diaphragms

229mmx1164mm (9in.x46in.) located at the quarter points. The girders are

368mmx1219mm (14.Sin.x48in.) uniform and prismatic along the simple span. In

the continuous spans, the girders are 338mmx1219mm (l3in.x48in.) over the middle
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half of the spans, but the web widths taper to become wider SO8mmxl2l9mm

(2Oin.x48in.) at continuous support locations. Bent caps are 4l9mmxl9O5mm

(16.5in.x75in.) and supported on 508mm (20 in.) square columns. The reinforced

concrete deck is 152mm (6 in.) thick.

Inspection and Instrumentation

All bent caps and longitudinal deck girders were inspected to determine the

extent of diagonal tension and flexural cracking. Crack widths were measured using

an ODOT crack comparator. The location of each crack having a width of 0.2mm

(0.008 in.) or larger was measured and recorded. Locations of stirrups were

identified using a Proceq Profometer 3 rebar locator and recorded. Diagonal tension

cracks were observed in bent caps, interior girders and exterior girders. In general,

cracking of the exterior girders was found to be more severe than cracking of the

interior girders, with wider and more numerous cracks in the exterior girders

compared to adjacent interior girders. Crack widths were widest near the girder

midheight and tapered to very fine or zero at the beam soffit and zero in the

compression zone. The widest crack observed was 1.25mm (0.05 in.) in the

Willamette River Bridge and 0.76mm (0.03 in.) in the McKenzie River Bridge near

the interior support of the exterior girder.
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stirrups across diagonal cracks and linear position sensors were used to measure

crack displacement during traffic loading. Strain gages were installed by chipping

into the concrete and exposing the embedded stirrup at the crack location. The actual

amount of concrete removed depended on the concrete cover, but typical concrete

removal provided an exposed stirrup length of approximately 102mm (4 in.) overall,

centered about the crack, as shown in Fig. 3. The width of the excavation was

approximately 76mm (3 in.) permitting preparation of the rebar surface for bonding

strain gages on the stirrup leg. The deformation pattern was generally not removed

to install the strain gage unless the vertical rib was located on the outside face.

Position sensors were surface mounted at selected strain gage locations across a

diagonal crack. A typical installation of a strain gage and position sensor is shown in

Fig. 4. For the Willamette River Bridge, strain gages and crack displacement sensors

were installed at 8 different locations. For the McKenzie River Bridge, strain gages

were installed in 24 different locations on the bridge. Crack displacement sensors

were also installed at six of these locations. Instrumented locations are illustrated

schematically in Fig. 5 and also summarized in Table 1. The strain gages and

position sensors were connected to a data acquisition system. The system recorded

sensor readings and converted signals into corresponding rebar stresses and crack

displacements. Data from sensors were archived for retrieval and post-processing.
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0 Strain gage

Fig. 5 Schematic of sensor locations.

Table 1 Instrumented locations.

Longitudinal . Longitudinal . LongitudinalLocation . . Location . . Locationlocation in location in location inNo. . No. . No.meters (in) meters (in) meters (in)

Willamette River Bridge McKenzie River Bridge McKenzie River Bridge
1t 33.53 (1320) 2 48.62 (1914) 15 33.53 (1320)
2 0.97 (38) 4 14.17 (558) 17 27.74 (1092)
3 2.25 (89) 5 16.46 (648) 18 29.72 (1170)

5 29.78 (1173) 6 13.72 (540) 19 32.61 (1284)
6 36.72 (1446) 7 16.61 (654) 20 44.50 (1752)
7 36.40 (1433) 8 16.92 (666) 21 46.63 (1836)
8 49.09 (1933) 9 29.11 (1146) 22 45.72 (1800)

t located on bent beam 10 32.46 (1278) 23 45.11 (1776)lit 30.48 (1200) 29 44.65 (1758)
12 27.43 (1080) 30 47.09 (1854)
13 32.46 (1278) 31 59.74 (2352)
14 29.46 (1160) 32 59.59 (2346)

t located on bent beam
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Test Methods and Findings

Field tests were performed using controlled truck loading, an ODOT (Oregon

Department of Transportation) maintenance truck filled with gravel. The trucks used

for tests on the two bridges are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The axle weights and

spacing were determined before the test as shown in the figures. In addition to field

tests using the truck alone, tests were conducted using the truck with trailer

combination for the McKenzie River Bridge. Traffic was temporarily slowed with

the use of a rolling roadblock so that the control truck would be the only vehicle on

the bridge during data collection. The control truck passed over the bridge at several

designated speeds and lane positions. Test speeds varied from 8 to 105km/hr (5 to

65 mph). Lane locations included placing the truck in the truck lane, in the passing

lane, and with the passenger side tires located on the fog line. For the Willamette

River Bridge, eight truck passages were performed. For the McKenzie River Bridge,

twelve truck passages were carried out. During each pass of the test truck, stirrup

stresses and crack deflections were recorded at each instrumented location. Peak

values and stress ranges in the stirrups are summarized in Tables 2 and 3.





Table 2 - Maximum and minimum stresses and stress ranges at instrumented locations for test truck on Willamette River
Bridge.

Maximum Stress

Test Truck Speed Lane CH_1 CH_2 CH_3 CH_4 CH_5 CH_6 CH_7 CH_8Direction
Configuration (mph) Position (ksi) (ksi) (ksi) (ksi) (ksi) (ksi) (ksi) (ksi)

Truck 5 Truck North 3.77 2.84 2.58 0.17 6.18 6.82 7.71 1.39
Truck 5 Fog North 3.10 3.92 2.87 0.17 7.83 8.24 7.57 1.83
Truck 5 Truck South 2.96 0.84 0.49 0.06 1.48 1.83 2.49 0.52
Truck 50 Truck North 4.03 3.39 3.05 0.17 6.24 7.74 8.90 1.45
Truck 50 Truck South 2.93 0.84 0.52 0.06 1.51 1.74 2.38 0.46
Truck 56 Truck North 4.15 3.34 2.90 0.20 8.09 9.19 10.38 1.80
Truck 59 Truck North 4.26 3.16 2.78 0.23 7.37 10.01 10.32 1.91
Truck 64 Truck South 3.16 1.10 0.52 0.06 2.15 2.06 2.67 0.52

Minimum Stress

Test Truck Speed Lane . . CH_1 CH_2 CH_3 CH_4 CH_5 CH_6 CH_7 CH_8
Configuration (mph) Position

irec n
(ksi) (ksi) (ksi) (ksi) (ksi) (ksi) (ksi) (ksi)

Truck 5 Truck North -0.09 -0.15 -0.15 -0.38 -1.68 -0.41 -0.67 -0.23
Truck 5 Fog North -0.06 -0.17 -0.15 -0.55 -1.77 -0.32 -0.84 -0.23
Truck 5 Truck South -0.09 -0.12 -0.09 -0.12 -0.55 -0.52 -0.01 -0.15
Truck 50 Truck North -0.09 -0.32 -0.20 -0.44 -1.74 -0.55 -0.73 -0.23
Truck 50 Truck South -0.12 -0.15 -0.12 -0.12 -0.49 -0.75 -0.23 -0.17
Truck 56 Truck North -0.09 -0.23 -0.15 -0.41 -2.06 -0.46 -0.73 -0.23
Truck 59 Truck North -0.15 -0.32 -0.17 -0.35 -2.26 -0.49 -0.75 -0.20
Truck 64 Truck South -0.17 -0.15 -0.12 -0.09 -0.52 -0.78 -0.23 -0.17

Stress Range

Test Truck Speed Lane CH_1 CH_2 CH_3 CH_4 CH_5 CH_6 CH_7 CH_8
Configuration (mph) Position

D irec ion
(ksi) (ksi) (ksi) (ksi) (ksi) (ksi) (ksi) (ksi)

Truck 5 Truck North 3.86 2.99 2.73 0.55 7.86 7.22 8.38 1.62
Truck 5 Fog North 3.16 4.09 3.02 0.73 9.60 8.56 8.41 2.06
Truck 5 Truck South 3.05 0.96 0.58 0.17 2.03 2.35 2.51 0.67
Truck 50 Truck North 4.12 3.71 3.25 0.61 7.98 8.29 9.63 1.68
Truck 50 Truck South 3.05 0.99 0.64 0.17 2.00 2.49 2.61 0.64
Truck 56 Truck North 4.23 3.57 3.05 0.61 10.15 9.66 11.11 2.03
Truck 59 Truck North 4.41 3.48 2.96 0.58 9.63 10.50 11.08 2.12
Truck 64 Truck South 3.34 1.25 0.64 0.15 2.67 2.84 2.90 0.70
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Load Distribution

Distribution of shear across the multiple girders on each of the bridges was

inferred from the relative magnitude of the peak measured stirrup strains in each

girder across an instrumented section of the bridge. Distribution of shear was

determined from maximum measured stirrup strains for truck passages at a creep

speed (8 km/hr (5 mph)) in each of the lane positions. Distribution factors were

determined for a single truck in the lane and for two trucks in both lanes. Multiple

lane load distributions were computed by superimposing the effects of the truck in

the passing lane with the truck located in the truck lane. The strain at a given section

of the bridge was divided by the sum of the strains on all girders at the section to

determine the distribution factor. Where possible, stirrup stresses from all girders at

a given section were used to determine the distribution factors. Where adjacent

girders were not instrumented, stresses were inferred based on symmetry of response

from adjacent instrumented girders. An adjustment for strains was made for field

test data of the Willamette River Bridge due to the truck axle orientations being

different for the northbound and southbound directions relative to the instrumented

locations. The strains for the southbound passages were amplified based on the

shear magnitude produced at the location of interest using influence line ordinates as

illustrated in Fig. 8. This resulted in increasing the strains for the southbound

passage by 10%. Distribution factors based on strain measurements for each of the

field study bridges are shown in Tables 4 and 5. In some instances, stirrup strains on

one of the girders appeared to be less than others at the section. This was typically
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due to a vertically oriented crack which did not produce significant tension in the

stirrup. The distribution factors calculated here represent the proportion of the

statical shear on the bridge assigned to an individual girder at the section under

consideration.

0.3

0.15

0

-0.15

o -0.3

-0.45

= -0.6

-0.75

H-
v:A______UI

TTi1 1111!A

______Ip-0.9

-1.05 -

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110

Location from Left Abutment (ft)

Fig. 8 Influence ordinates for shear for Willamette River Bridge.

Distribution of loads for shear and moment in the 1953 Standard

Specification (section 3) [AASHO, 1953] were based on the spacing of girders. This

bridge specification was the specification used for design of the bridges. A wheel

load fraction of S/5 was applied for interior girders with concrete floors on bridges

supporting two or more traffic lanes, where S (ft) is the average spacing of girders.

Exterior girders were designed assuming wheel loads were distributed by the deck

acting as a simple beam between the girders. This technique is referred to as the
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"lever rule". Lateral distribution for wheel/axle loads located at the end of the girder

was computed using the lever rule method. The current AASHTO Standard

Specification (section 3.23) {AASHTO, 2002] employs the same basic provisions for

shear load distribution but now uses a wheel load fraction of 5/6 for bridges with two

or more traffic lanes. For the girder spacing and the AASHTO HS2O design truck,

the shear forces and equivalent distribution factors were determined for the interior

and exterior girders of the field study bridges. No distribution was used for the

wheel/axle load located directly over the location where the shear force was

computed. The lever rule method was employed for this location. The other wheel

loads on the bridge span were distributed as permitted by the specification (S/5 for

1953 and S/6 for 2002). The specification values are for two or more traffic lanes,

and thus multiple presence of load is implied in the distribution values.

Table 4 Girder distribution for ODOT truck at crawl speed in lane on Willamette
River Bridge.

ch 6,7
Two

Girder Truck1 Trucks

In Lane2 In Lane

Gi 35% 23%
G2 40% 27%
G3 14% 27%
G4 10% 23%

Truck = ODOT control truck

21n Lane = control truck placed in truck lane

E...
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Table 5 Girder distribution for ODOT truck and truck and trailer traveling at crawl
speed and located in different lane positions on McKenzie River Bridge.

ch 18,14,12,9

Two
Girder Truck1 Truck Truck TT2 TT TT Trucks Two TT's

Fog3 In Lane4 Passing5 Fog In Lane Passing In Lane In Lane
Gi 72% 52% 16% 65% 50% 13% 34% 32%
G2 22% 35% 4% 28% 37% 6% 19% 21%
G3 1% 4% 14% 2% 4% 15% 9% 10%
G4 5% 9% 67% 5% 9% 65% 38% 37%

ch 10,13,15,19

Two
Girder Truck Truck Truck IT IT U Trucks Two TT's

Fog In Lane Passing Fog In Lane Passing In Lane In Lane
Gi 83% 74% 16% 81% 70% 10% 45% 40%
G2 3% 6% 7% 4% 5% 4% 6% 5%
G3 3% 3% 25% 2% 3% 24% 14% 14%
G4 10% 17% 51% 13% 21% 61% 34% 41%

ch 29,23,20

Two
Girder Truck Truck Truck U U U Trucks Two IT's

Fog In Lane Passing Fog In Lane Passing In Lane In Lane
Gi 64% 59% 14% 62% 61% 17% 36% 39%
G2 33% 31% 14% 33% 32% 15% 23% 23%
G3 2% 4% 15% 3% 2% 14% 9% 8%
G4 2% 6% 57% 2% 5% 54% 32% 30%

'Truck = ODOT control truck

= ODOT control truck with trailer

3Fog = Passenger side tires of control truck located on fog line

41n Lane = control truck placed in truck lane

5Passing = control truck placed in passing lane

The 1953 AASHTO provisions did not require that exterior girders carry at

least the amount of shear for the interior girders, but all girders were required to be

able to carry the statical shear at any section. The current specification requires that

exterior girders carry the same or greater magnitude of shear as interior girders.

Load distribution factors were also determined by AASHTO LRFD per

section 4.6.2.2.3. Formulas for distribution factor calculation were developed

through research under NCHRP Project 12-26 (Zokaie et al., 1991). The formulation
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is based on many parameters and provides a better estimate of the load effects to

bridge systems. The LRFD provisions to determine the distribution factors for the

interior girders consider the girder spacing for shear. For interior girders,

distribution factors per lane for shear are computed as

forone design lane loaded [1]

S0.2+---I I for two design lanes loaded [2]
12 35)

For exterior girders, a distribution factor is determined using the lever rule for one

design lane loaded, while a distribution factor for two design lanes loaded is

computed as

g = e ginterior [3]

where e = 0.6 + gintereor is the distribution factor of interior girders for two design
10

lanes loaded. Distribution factor calculation for exterior girders per section

4.6.2.2.2d was also considered. This check includes consideration ofdiaphragms in

beam-slab bridge cross-sections. The distribution factor is determined as

NL

NR=L+
N Nb

b

[4]

where R is the reaction on exterior beam in terms of lanes, NL is the number of

loaded lanes under consideration, e is the eccentricity of a design truck from the
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center of gravity of the pattern of girders (fi), x is the horizontal distance from the

center of gravity of the pattern of girders to each girder (ft), Xext is the horizontal

distance from the center of gravity of the pattern of girders to the exterior girder (fi).

Load distribution factors for each of the methods are shown in Table 6 for the lever

rule and Table 7 for the LRFD specification.

Table 6 Wheel load distribution factor by lever rule.
Girder Curb Exterior Interior Exterior Interior

Bridge Spacing Distance
Girder1 Girder2

Girder Girder
(ft) (ft) (Axle) (Axle)

Mckenzie (3 span) 9.00 1.50 1.443 1.889 0.722 0.945
McKenzie (1 span) 9.00 1.50 1.443 1.889 0.722 0.945
Willamette (2 span) 8.67 2.00 1.538 1.846 0.769 0.923
One truck controlled

2Two truck controlled

Table 7 Lane load distribution factor by AASHTO LRFD Specification.

Shear (section 4.6.2.2.3) Reaction
(section 4.6.2.2.2d)

Exterior Girder Interior Girder Exterior GirderBridge
One Lane Two Lane One Lane Two Lane One Lanet Two Lane

Lever Rulet Eq. 3 Eq. 1 Eq. 2 Eq. 4 Eq. 4

McKenzie (3 span) 0.866 0.884 0.720 0.884 0.740 0.900
Mckenzie (1 span) 0.866 0.884 0.720 0.884 0.740 0.900
Willamette (2 span) 0.923 0.861 0.707 0.861 0.757 0.915
1 .2 multi-presence factor included

Finite Element Modeling of Tested Bridges

Model Description

Field measured strains in the bridge were used for comparisons with linear

finite element (FE) analysis. A finite element model was developed using ANSYS

7.1 [2003], a commercially available finite element analysis program. The bridges
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were modeled with three-dimensional shell and beam elements. Eight-node

structural shell elements incorporated both bending and membrane stiffnesses and

were used for modeling deck, diaphragm, and girder components. To model the

deck, the offset node option in the FE code was employed by means of shifting

nodes of deck elements to the bottom surface. Typical shell element and cross

section of the bridge models are shown in Fig. 9. Beam elements were used to

model the columns under the bent caps. Full-scale bridge models were developed

for the Willamette River Bridge and the McKenzie River Bridge consisted of 39980

nodes and 13280 elements; and 47472 nodes and 15854 elements, respectively. The

bridge models are shown in Fig. 10. Element size in each coordinate direction was

about 279mm (11 in.). Geometry of each bridge was determined per bridge

drawings. Deck elements near edges were thickened to model curbs in the bridges.

z V
A

8-Node Shell

/
SHELL99

Fig. 9 Typical shell element and girder cross section used for finite element
analysis.

Boundary conditions included zero vertical displacement at the bottom girder

ends at abutments. Fixed boundary condition was assumed for the bottom of the
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columns under the interior bent caps. FE analysis was performed for service level

response, therefore the concrete elements were assumed to behave within a linear

elastic range of concrete material properties and the contribution of reinforcing steel

was neglected. Concrete material properties were based on cores taken from the

Willamette River Bridge and used throughout the analyses. An average compressive

strength (f') of the concrete cores was 31.0 MPa (4500 psi) with a 7.34 MPa (1065

psi) standard deviation. Elastic modulus for the concrete was calculated as 26.4 GPa

(3823 ksi) using the ACI recommendation [AC1318-02, 2002]. Poisson's ratio was

assumed to be 0.2.

Dent

a)

Bent7 b)

Fig. 10 Finite element model of instrumented bridges: a) Willamette River Bridge
(1 and 2 spans); b) McKenzie River Bridge (3 span).
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Simulation of Test Truck Passage

Truck loading consisted of a group of six point loads applied to the bridge

models. The locations of the point loads followed the footprint of the test trucks,

shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Truck wheel loads were separately applied to the bridge

model in the bridge longitudinal direction to simulate test truck passages by locating

the passenger side tires on the fog line. Result locations in the FE models were taken

from positions close to the instrumented locations in the bridges.

Girder section

Girder section

b)
Fig. 11 Shear stress distribution at a section: a) theoretical distribution;

b) FEA distribution.

Shear stresses at the middle plane of girder elements were used for result

comparisons. In order to make comparisons between the FE analysis results and the

field-testing data, shear stresses illustrated in Fig. 11 distributed along the height of



girder sections from FE analyses were integrated over the section to obtain shear

forces. The calculated shear forces at a section obtained from the FE analyses were

compared to stirrup strains obtained from the field tests at the same section.

Comparisons of the shear based on field measured strains in the steel stirrups

and that calculated from FE analysis were made for seven locations for the

Willamette River Bridge, as shown in Fig. 12. For the McKenzie River Bridge, five

locations in the three-span continuous portion were considered for data correlation,

as shown in Fig. 13. Comparisons between field-testing and FE analysis results were

divided into three groups of bridge members: girders in the simple span, girders in

the continuous spans, and bent caps. For each group, measured strains from the field

tests and calculated shears from the FE analyses were normalized by dividing each

result by the largest result value for the group. To determine times for result

correlation as shown in Figs. 12 and 13, a distance for each position of the FE truck

load from the left support was divided by a velocity that produced the same traveling

time for the test truck passing the bridges. A velocity of 9.7km/hr (6 mph) was used

for the Willamette River Bridge and 6.4km/hr (4 mph) was used for the McKenzie

River Bridge. Good correlation between field-testing and FE analysis results was

observed. Girder distributions predicted by FE analysis for one and two controlled

trucks with the crawl speed located in the traffic lane are summarized in Table 8.

The predicted girder distributions are reasonably correlated with the field-testing

girder distributions.
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Fig. 12 Truck passage simulation for Willamette River Bridge: a) simple span; b)
two-span continuous; c) transverse beam at midbent.
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analysis: a) three-span continuous; b) transverse beam at interior bent.
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Table 8 Predicted girder distribution for controlled truck located in traffic lane
Willamette River Bridge: ch 6,7

One Truck in Lane Two Trucks in Lane

Field FEM Field FEM
G1 35% 48% 23% 25%
G2 40% 39% 27% 25%
G3 14% 10% 27% 25%
G4 10% 2% 23% 25%

Mckenzie River Bridge: ch 18 14,12,9 1j L1J
One Truck in Lane Two Trucks in Lane G4 G3 G2 GI

Field FEM Field FEM
GI 52% 55% 34% 28%
G2 35% 34% 19% 22%
G3 4% 11% 9% 22%
G4 9% 6% 38% 28%

Influence Surface for Shear Using Finite Element Analysis

Three influence surfaces for shear were developed using finite element

analysis for single span and three-span continuous portions of the McKenzie River

Bridge; and the two-span continuous portion of the Willamette River Bridge, as

shown in Fig. 14. A unit point load was applied to the bridge models in the bridge

longitudinal and transverse directions. Resulting shear for each load position was

collected and used for constructing the influence surfaces. Result location for each

influence surface was considered at a cross section located at about an effective

depth away from the end support for the single span model, from the middle support

for the two-span continuous model, and from the first interior support for the three-

span continuous model.
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Distribution factors due to both one lane loaded and two lanes loaded were

considered. For one lane loaded, an HS2O design truck was positioned on each

influence surface to produce the highest distribution factor in the exterior girder, as

shown in Fig. 14, to compare with those of the AASHTO bridge specifications. For

a girder section (one influence surface), each wheel load of the design truck was

multiplied by the corresponding influence ordinate. The shear at the girder section

was the total of all wheel loads. To obtain the distribution factors, the shear in each

girder section was divided by the sum of the shears on all girders at the section of

interest. For interior girders, the HS design truck was positioned on each influence

surface to produce the highest value of the distribution factor in the interior girder.
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Fig. 15 Transverse axle positions of two AASHTO trucks.

Likewise for distribution factors due to two lanes loaded, two HS2O trucks

were placed at the same transverse location on each influence surface to produce the

highest shear at the location of interest, as shown in Fig. 15, and the distribution

factors were calculated as previously explained for the one lane loaded case.

Distribution factors for shear estimated by the FE analyses are summarized in Table

9. For one lane loaded, the controlling case occurred when the passenger side tires

of the design truck were located on the exterior girder, and the rear wheel of the

design truck located on the maximum influence ordinate. The factors were

multiplied by 1.2 to account for multi-presence effects. For two lanes loaded,

transverse axle position for exterior girders, shown in Fig. 15, resulted in the
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maximum distribution. The values were multiplied by 2.0 for comparison with the

AASHTO factors.

Table 9 Load distribution factor by finite element analysis.
Distribution

Bridge Model GI 02 03 G4
Factor

One lane loaded - Exterior Girder

McKenzie (3 span) 0.647 ]ö.2[ 0.072 -0.015 0.776

McKenzie (1 span) 0.634 0.304 0.082 -0.021 0.761

Willamette (2 span) 0.702 0.337 0.05 1 -0.090_- 0.842

One lane loaded - Interior Girder
McKenzie (3 span) 0.317 0.409 0.192 0.082 0.491

McKenzie (1 span) 0.310 0.461 0.204 0.025 0.553

Willamette (2 span) 0.336 0.384 0.190 0.090 0.461

Two lanes loaded - Exterior Girder

McKenzie (3 span) 0.407 0.328 0.195 0.071 0.814

McKenzie (1 span) 0.406 0.311 0.201 0.081 0.812

Willamette (2 span) 0.416 0.368 0.202 0.014 0.832
Two lanes loaded - Interior Girder

McKenzie (3 span) 0.284 0.330 0.255 0.132 0.660
McKenzie (1 span) 0.296 0.312 0.244 0.147 0.624
Willamette (2 span) 0.269 0.367 0.276 0.087 0.734

rmultiplied by 1.2 for one lane loaded case, multiplied by 2.0 for two lanes loaded case

Table 10- Load distribution factor for controlling cases by AASHTO LRFD
Snecification. Standard Snecification. and finite element analysis.

Bridge

AASHTO LRFD Lever Rule
S16 S15

FEM

interior Exterior interior Exterior Interior Exterior
Girder Girder Girder Girder Girder Girder

McKenzie (3 span) 0.884 0.900 0.945 0.722 0.750 0.900 0.660 0.814
McKenzie (1 span) 0.884 0.900 0.945 0.722 0.750 0.900 0.624 0.812
Willamette (2 span) 0.861 0.923 0.923 0.769 0.722 0.867 0.734 0.842

Load distribution factors for the controlling cases by all methods are

summarized in Table 10. As seen in the table, the 1953 AASHTO load distribution

method (S/5) produces higher girder design forces than the current Standard



Specification (S/6). The LRFD and FE distribution factors for the exterior girder are

greater than those for the interior girder. The LRFD distribution factors are more

conservative than the FE distribution factors for these bridges. The lever rule

method provides very conservative distribution factors for interior girders. The

interior-girder distribution factors by the lever rule are greater than the exterior

girder factors. Comparison of the field estimated (Tables 4 and 5) and code specified

(Table 10) load distribution factors indicated that the specification conservatively

assigns shear load effects on individual girders.
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Fig. 16 Influence ordinates for shear for distribution factor comparisons:
a) Willamette R. Bridge (2 span); b) McKenzie R. Bridge (3 span).

As the Standard Specifications use axle distribution factors, direct

comparison between LRFD and Standard Specification factors will depend on the

shape of the influence line for the load effect considered. Two-span portion of
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Willamette R. Bridge (Fig. 1 6a) and three-span portion of McKenzie R. Bridge (Fig.

1 6b) were used for demonstration of application of load distribution factors in Table

10. Influence ordinates for shear of two girder lines were computed for a section at

1 .2m (4 ft) from the interior support, as shown in Fig. 16. An HS2O truck was

positioned on each girder line by arranging the rear axle of the HS truck at the

section of interest and influence ordinates for the HS truck axles were determined as

illustrated in the figure. Each HS truck axle was multiplied by the load distribution

factor as prescribed by the bridge specifications. Total shears at the section

produced by the design truck with influence ordinates and distribution factors are

summarized in Table 11.

The highest total shear was produced by the 1953 Standard Specification for

the interior girder and by the LRFD specification for the exterior girder. The FE

predicted total shears were lower than those produced by the LRFD specification for

all cases. Both 1953 and 2002 standard specifications produced lower total shears

for the exterior girder than those for the interior girder.



Table 11 Total design shear produced by HS2O truck with influence ordinates and
distribution factors for controllin2 cases.

Total ShearMethod 32k Axle 32k Axle 8k Axle
(kips)

Interior Girder - Mckenzie R. Bridge (3 span)
1953 Stand. Spec. 0.945(0.94X32) 0.900(0.66X32) 0.900(0.34X8) 49.9
2002 Stand. Spec. 0.945(0.94X32) 0.750(0.66X32) 0.750(0.34X8) 46.3
AASHTO LRFD 0.884(0.94X32) 0.884(0.66X32) 0.884(0.34X8) 47.7
FEA 0.660(0.94X32) 0.660(0.66X32) 0.660(0.34X8) 35.6
Exterior Girder - McKenzie R. Bridge (3 span)
1953 Stand. Spec. 0.722(0.94X32) 0.722(0.66X32) 0.722(0.34X8) 38.9
2002 Stand. Spec. 0.722(0.94X32) 0.722(0.66X32) 0.722(0.34X8) 38.9
AASHTO LRFD 0.900(0.94X32) 0.900(0.66X32) 0.900(0.34X8) 48.5
FEA 0.814(0.94X32) 0.814(0.66X32) 0.814(0.34X8) 43.9
Interior Girder Willamette R. Bridge (2 span)
1953 Stand. Spec. 0.923(0.96X32) 0.867(0.76X32) 0.867(0.50X8) 52.9
2002 Stand. Spec. 0.923(0.96X32) 0.722(0.76X32) 0.722(0.50X8) 48.8
AASHTO LRFD 0.861 (0.96X32) 0.861 (0.76X32) 0.861 (0.50X8) 50.8
FEA 0.734(0.96X32) 0.734(0.76X32) 0. 734(0.50X8) 43.3
Exterior Girder - Willamette R. Bridge (2 span)
1953 Stand. Spec. 0.769(0.96X32) 0.769(0.76X32) 0.769(0.50X8) 45.4
2002 Stand. Spec. 0.769(0.96X32) 0.769(0.76X32) 0.769(0.50X8) 45.4
AASHTO LRFD 0.923(0.96X32) 0.923(0.76X32) 0.923(0.50X8) 54.5
FEA 0.842(0.96X32) 0.842(0.76X32) 0.842(0.50X8) 49.7

Conclusions

Field investigations of two 1950's vintage CRC deck-girder bridges were

conducted. Strains in the stirrups were measured under a known test truck. Finite

element models of the bridges were developed using linear elastic shell elements.

The bridge response under simulated truck loading was predicted for each bridge.

Estimation of distribution factors for shear were made and compared with the bridge

specifications. Based on the field test and finite element analysis results, the

following conclusions are presented:
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1. Load distribution for the bridge girders was estimated from field measured

stirrup strains. The AASI-ITO bridge specification load distribution methods

conservatively over-estimate the live load shear force on the individual

girders compared with the field test data.

2. The finite element analyses reasonably predicted the relative magnitude of

vertical force in the girders as compared to the field measured stirrup strains

under service-level moving loads. This indicates that load distribution in the

service-level range may be reasonably predicted using elastic finite element

analysis for these types of bridges containing diagonal cracks in the girders.

3. The FE predicted distribution factors correlate well with AASHTO

distribution factors when the truck load was positioned to produce the highest

shear in the exterior girder.
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CHAPTER 3

Analysis of Shear Capacity for Conventionally Reinforced Concrete Girders of
Vintage Deck Girder Bridges
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Introduction and Background

Many 1950's conventionally reinforced concrete (CRC) deck girder bridges

remaining in the national inventory are reaching the end of their originally intended

design life. Field inspections revealed that the bridges exhibited large diagonal

tension cracks in their girders and bent caps. Over-estimation of the concrete

contribution to shear resistance in design may contribute to insufficient shear

capacity of the bridge elements to resist increasing service load magnitudes and

volume. Laboratory tests of full-scale girder elements were conducted to estimate

the shear capacity of the vintage CRC deck girder bridges. The experimental

specimens reflected vintage proportions and material properties. Experimental

findings are presented in Higgins et al. [2004a].

This paper presents comparisons of various analysis methods for predicting

capacity of the specimens. A number of analysis methods have been developed for

capacity prediction of reinforced concrete beams. There are several methods

recommended for use in capacity estimation, particularly for shear: Modified

Compression Field Theory (MCFT) [Vecchio and Collins, 1986] is one of the recent

shear design methodologies prescribed by the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design

Specification [2003]. The method takes into account residual concrete stresses in

cracked concrete that permit the section to resist higher shear forces, and simplifies

the complex shear behavior of a beam into a series of parallel diagonal cracks; a

specialty computer program called Response
2000TM

was developed at the University

of Toronto [Bentz, 2000]. The program uses a sectional analysis approach to assess
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the load-deformation response of cross-sections subject to bending moments, shear

forces, and axial loads. Constitutive relationships between stresses and strains at a

section are based on MCFT. The program accommodates many different cross-

sectional shapes, is easy to use, and is available from

http://www.ecf.utoronto.calbentz/r2k.htm. The traditional ACI method [ACI3 18-

02, 20021 is the most common method for computing the shear strength of CRC

elements, and consists of the superposition of the concrete and stirrup contributions

to shear resistance. The procedures are simple to apply and generally provide

conservative estimates when at least code minimum stirrups are provided for

calculating the shear capacity of reinforced concrete beams. The Strut-and-Tie

Method (STM) was recently adopted for use in ACT 318-02 and is also incorporated

in the AASHTO LRFD specification. The method is recommended for shear

capacity prediction of reinforced concrete beams with a small span-to-depth ratio.

An overview of the analysis method with examples is given by Reineck [2002].

Analyses using the previously described methods were performed for

experimental specimens [Higgins et al., 2004a] including: control specimens;

specimens subjected to cyclic loading; specimens with debonded stirrups; specimens

with anchorage of flexural-tension steel reinforcement; specimens with cutoff

details; and specimens with moving support testing. Finally, comparison analyses

for common material properties were carried out.
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Experimental Specimens

A total of forty-four laboratory tests were conducted to evaluate the behavior

of large-sized lightly-reinforced RC girders with vintage proportions and properties

[Higgins et al., 2004a]. Several different loading protocols were investigated:

incrementally increasing load amplitudes with unloading (referred as "control"),

high-cycle fatigue after initial diagonal cracking (referred as "HCF"), and low-cycle

fatigue (referred as "LCF"). For specimen parameters, different stirrup spacing as

well as anchorage and flexural bar cutoff details were included in the study. Typical

tests were performed under static conditions. A series of tests was performed by

changing the support conditions after significant cracking was imposed on the

specimen in the initial support configuration. Finally, a series of tests was performed

with a moving load on specimens representing a substructure girder element from a

typical vintage RCDG bridge.

Experimental results from the control loading and HCF loading tests were

considered for this analysis. Analyses for specimens tested with the LCF loading

protocol and under a moving load are presented in Higgins et al. [2004a] and

Nicholas [2004], respectively. Typical member cross-section was 1219mm (48 in.)

overall height with a 3 56mm (14 in.) wide stem and included a 152mm (6 in.) thick

deck portion that was 914mm (3 ft) wide, as shown in Fig. 1. The majority of tests

were performed with a four-point loading configuration. Force was applied at

midspan through a spreader beam to load points on the specimen spaced 610mm (24

in.) apart. The typical test setup is shown in Fig. 1. Instruments were applied to the
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specimen to capture both local and global behaviors. Measurements were monitored

during the tests. Test results are summarized in Table 1. Shear forces reported in the

table include the applied shear on the specimen from the actuator, VEXP, the shear

force from the beam self-weight acting at the failure plane, VDL, and the total shear

force, VAPP. The shear force from specimen self-weight was estimated by computing

the weight of concrete acting on the diagonally cracked failure plane.
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Fig. 1 Specimen configurations; a) T specimen; b) IT specimen.



Table 1 - Salient test results for laboratory specimens.

No. Specimen Loading
Protocol

Failure
Mode (in) L (ft)

(kips)
DL

(kips)
VAPP

(kips)
"Cr

(kups)
A (in) Aoiag

(in)
Wcr (in)___!.!___.

Stem Deck

I 1T6 Control Flexural 6 4700 4370 24.0 206.5 0.0 206.5 37.0 1.35 0.32 0.030
2 llT6 Control Flexural 6 4775 4515 24.0 236.0 0.0 236.0 60.0 1.60 0.18 0.040
3 1118 Control Shear 18 4925 4360 24.0 166.1 3.7 169.8 34.0 1.08 0.34 0.165
4 11118 Control Shear 18 4550 4410 24.0 154.5 4.3 158.8 36.5 0.97 0.38 0.188
5 2110 Control Shear 10 3550 3360 24.0 201.8 3.5 205.3 33.5 1.32 0.39 0.080
6 21T10 Control Anchorage 10 3290 3105 24.0 200.7 4.6 205.3 67.5 1.20 0.28 0.125
7 2T12 Control Shear 12 3520 3440 24.0 188.9 4.0 192.9 11.0 1.17 0.28 0.109
8 21T12 Control Anchorage 12 3575 3005 24.0 179.2 4.6 183.8 45.0 1.24 0.34 0.104
9 3T12 HC Fatigue Shear 12 3990 3660 24.0 184.8 3.9 188.7 40.0 1.22 0.41 0.109

10 31112 HC Fatigue Shear 12 4180 3455 21.6 204.3 3.2 207.5 47.5 1.03 0.29 0.143
11 3118 Control Shear 18 3970 3440 24.0 149.5 3.8 153.3 27.0 1.24 0.50 0.210
12 3lT18 HG Fatigue Shear 16 3915 3220 21.6 142.5 4.6 147.1 49.5 0.74 0.25 0.171
13 4lT6-10 Control Anchorage 6 10 3790 3410 16, 24 211.4 5.1 216.5 88.5 1.13 0.24 0.080
14 4lT8-12 Control Shear 8, 12 3710 3595 16, 21.6 237.8 5.1 242.9 62.0 1.06 0.20 0.172
15 4110-12 Control Shear 10, 12 3945 2995 20.0 240.9 3.5 244.4 49.0 0.72 0.20 0.081
16 4T12-18 Control Shear 12, 18 4060 3000 20.0 236.6 3.2 239.8 36.0 0.68 0.17 0.095
17 5l112-B1 HC Fatigue Shear 12 3700 4610 21.6 191.1 4.0 195.1 60.5 0.87 0.29 0.094
18 51T12-B2 ControI Shear 12 4160 4640 21.6 213.5 4.0 217.5 76.5 0.89 0.28 0.101
19 5lT12-B3 LC Fatigue Shear 12 4310 4530 21.6 189.3 4.0 193.3 69.5 1.18 0.65 0.240
20 5lT12-B4 Control Shear 12 4130 4130 21.6 202.7 3.8 206.5 73.5 1.01 0.42 0.124
21 6T6 LC Fatigue Shear 6* 4590 4260 21.6 236.6 3.4 240.0 NA 1.14 0.33 0.149
22 6116 LC Fatigue Not Failed 6 5110 3920 21.6 237.6 0.0 237.6 NA 1.10 0.08 0.096
23 6T10 HG Fatigue Flexural 10 4595 4195 24.0 210.4 0.0 210.4 NA 2.34 0.38 0.120
24 6lTlO 1-IC Fatigue Shear 10 5495 3875 21.6 234.0 3.8 237.8 NA 1.11 0.35 0.131
25 7T6 Control Flexural 6 4405 4215 24.0 213.7 0.0 213.7 43.5 1.50 0.17 0.080
26 7116 LC Fatigue Shear 6* 4350 3740 21.6 203.0 4.0 207.0 48.5 0.97 0.23 0.200
27 7T12 Control Shear 12 4280 4310 21.6 211.5 4.1 215.6 65.0 0.96 0.27 0.216
28 71112 Control Shear 12 4165 3995 21.6 200.1 4.3 204.4 55.5 0.81 0.20 0.132



Table 1 - Salient test results for laboratory specimens (continued).

No. Specimen Loading
Protocol

Failure
Mode S (in) L (ft) VEXP

(kips)
VDL

(kips)
VAPP

(kips)
Vcr

(kips)
A (in) A0iag

(in)
Wcr (in)

Stem Deck

29 8lT10 HC Fatigue Shear 10 4750 4090 22 218.3 3.5 221.8 63.5 1.02 0.24 0.090
30 81T12 Control Shear 12 4840 4045 22 182.3 3.8 186.1 59.5 0.83 0.20 0.113
31 8T12-B3 Control Shear 12 5070 4570 24 180.7 3.2 183.9 37.5 1.02 0.24 0.080
32 8T12-B4 Control Shear 12 4995 4725 24 156.0 2.9 158.9 50.0 1.12 0.25 0.170
33 91T12-B1 HC Fatigue Shear 12 4285 5405 22 213.0 3.8 216.8 57.0 1.03 0.26 0.147
34 91T12-B2 LC Fatigue Shear 12 4605 5465 22 179.3 4.0 183.3 73.5 1.06 0.60 0.110
35 9T12-B3 LC Fatigue Shear 12 4645 4890 24 166.8 3.5 170.3 34.5 0.98 0.33 0.138
36 9T12-B4 HC Fatigue Shear 12 4705 4910 24 148.7 4.8 153.5 47.0 1.02 0.32 0.167
37 1OTO Control Shear 0 4610 4445 24 50.4 4.4 54.8 NA 0.37 0.03 0.080
38 10112 Moving Load Shear 12 4655 4405 21 217.4 6.7 224.1 NA 0.45 NA 0.137
39 10T24-B3 LC Fatigue Shear 24 3450 3995 24 103.7 4.2 107.9 41.0 0.93 0.55 0.284
40 10T24-B4 Control Shear 24 3420 3740 24 120.7 4.6 125.3 49.5 1.00 0.48 0.097
41 111T16 Moving Load Shear 10.5 4635 4430 21 185 4.6 189.6 NA 0.95 NA 0.084
42 11T16.5 Moving Load Shear 8 4970 4170 l3.S 244 8.9 252.9 NA 1.60 NA 0.04
43 11T22-B3 Moving Load Shear 10.5-16 4470 3510 l3.5 208.2 7.6 215.8 NA 2.57 NA 0.229
44 11T22-B4 Moving Load Shear 10.5 4750 4010 l3.5t 194.4 8.4 202.8 NA 2.16 NA 0.07

Cut-stirrup testing performed
Using force control and faster loading rate
Taken at 0 kip

t Length of cantilever
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Analysis of Experimental Specimens

Specimens in Control Group

Control specimens are shown in Table 2. Experimental and analysis results

are summarized in this table. Specimens with common details were sorted

independently for statistical comparisons including: different stirrup spacing,

different span-to-depth (aid) ratios, and anchorage and cutoff details. Average

values for the ratio of experimental to predicted shear strength and average

coefficients of variation for each of these groups are shown in the table.

250

200

150

> 100

50

ACII
EXP/PRED.

c

Avg, 1.22 0
LC'1 18.5% o0-

0

0 Control-duff spacing
0 V Control-low aid rako

I
Control-cutoff
Control-no std. hook

0 50 100 150 200 250 0 50 100 150 200 250
VPRED. (kips) VPRED. (kips)

a) b)

Fig. 2 Comparison of experimental and predicted shear using ACI method; a)
simplified ACT; b) detailed ACT.

ACI Method

Both simplified (referred as ACT1) and detailed (referred as ACI2) methods

using Eqs. 1 and 2, respectively, were employed to determine the shear resistance of

concrete [ACI3 18-02, 2002]. Stirrup contribution to shear resistance was calculated
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using Eq. 3. The concrete and stirrup contributions were superimposed to compute

the nominal shear resistance as shown in Eq. 4.

v =2j7bd [1]

= (1 .9j7 + 2500 p d (3.5J7)bd [2]
M

A,fd
[3]

S

v;=v+v. [4]

where V is the shear resistance of the concrete (ibs), f' is the compressive strength

of the concrete (psi), b is the width of the beam stem (in.), d is the effective depth

(in.), p is the reinforcement ratio, V is the factored shear at the design section (kip),

M is the factored moment at the design section (in.-kip), V is the shear resistance of

the transverse steel (lbs), A is the area of the transverse steel (in2), f, is the yield

strength of the transverse steel (psi), s is the spacing of the transverse steel (in.), and

V,, is the nominal shear resistance (lbs).

Shear capacity for the experimental beams was determined using actual

concrete strengths and rebar yield stresses. Results are summarized in Table 2 and

shown in Fig. 2. As seen in this figure, the ACT approach provided a reasonably

simple method to estimate shear capacity of the large CRC beams with at least

minimum stirrups (as defined by the code). However, for the large and unreinforced

specimen (without stirrups), the ACT methods significantly overestimated shear
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capacity. For all specimens in the control group but specimens 1 T6, 1 1T6 (exhibited

a flexural failure), 21T10 and 21T12 (exhibited anchorage failure), the mean value for

the ratio of experimental to predicted shear strength was 1.22 with a coefficient of

variation of 0.19 for the simple approach, and the ratio of experimental to predicted

shear strength was 1.15 with a coefficient of variation of 0.16 for the detailed

equation.

There is no rational method to incorporate damage from stirrup debonding

from cumulative damage into these capacity equations, except to apply empirical

coefficients based on the measured strength reductions for the different amounts of

laboratory imposed fatigue damage. However, given the inherent scatter of results

over the spectrum of test variables that are not incorporated into the ACT equations,

the results from this approach would be questionable. In particular, other methods

provide better correlation with experiments and can be modified to include damage

effects as seen subsequently.



Table 2 - Predicted shear capacities for control specimens.
STMf S MN VACII VACI2 VK VsHTo VAPFJ VAppl VA.,l VAppl VAppl

VSTM failedSpecimen
(psi) (kips) (in)

aid
(ft) (kips) (kips) (kips) (kips) VACI1 VAcI2 VSTM VR.K VAASHTO

(kips) dueto
116 4700 206.5 6 30 7.58 230.9 237.9 197.4 NodeD 213.7 208 NA NA NA NA NA
11T6 4775 236.0 6 2.9 7.44 241.7 249.2 122.0 Tie2 247.1 235 NA NA NA NA NA
1118 4925 169.8 18 3.0 7.58 134.5 141.4 148.7 Tie3 167.1 151 1.26 1.20 1.14 1.02 1.12
11T18 4550 158.8 18 2.9 7.44 136.9 144.5 118.5 Tie2 177.5 157 1.16 1.10 1.34 0.89 1.01
2T10 3550 205.3 10 3.0 7.58 160.9 168.5 149.1 NodeD 212.8 178 1.28 1.22 1.38 0.96 1.15
2lT10 3290 205.3 10 2.9 0.39 165.2 173.4 94.6 T1e2 193.0 186 NA NA 2.17 NA NA
2T12 3520 192.9 12 3.0 7.58 145.9 153.4 147.8 NodeD 199.5 164 1.32 1.26 1.31 0.97 1.18
2lT12 3575 183.8 12 2.9 0.39 152.8 160.9 100.0 T1e2 181.0 174 NA NA 1.84 NA NA
3T18 3970 153.3 18 3.0 7.58 125.8 133.1 148.7 Tie3 166.5 144 1.22 1.15 1.03 0.92 1.06
5lT12B2 4160 217.5 12 2.6 6.25 158.8 168.9 167.7 Strut4 217.4 185 1.37 1.29 1.30 1.00 1.18
51T12-B4 4130 206.5 12 2.6 6.25 158.5 168.6 166.5 Strut4 217.6 184 1.30 1.22 1.24 0.95 1.12
1010 4610 54.8 0 2.9 7.46 85.6 87.2 NA NA 53.0 57 0.64 0.63 NA 1.03 0.96
10T24-B4 3420 125.3 24 3.0 7.55 108.9 114.8 111.5 Tie3 134.3 123 1.15 1.09 1.12 0.93 1.02

Avg. 1.19 1.13 1.39 0.96 1.09

COV 18.3% 17.6% 25.3% 4.8% 7.2%
Shortshear span
4T10-12 3945 244.4 10 1.9 3.58 164.9 184.4 165.7 NodeD 238.8 201 1.48 1.33 1.47 1.02 1.22
4T12-18 4060 2398 12 1.9 3.58 151.2 170.7 170.5 NodeD 202.0 187 1.59 1.40 1.41 1.19 1.28

Avg. 1.53 1.36 1.44 1.11 1.25

COV 4.8% 4.1% 3.4% 10.5% 3.8%
Cutoff and no standard hook details
8lT12t 4840 186.1 12 2.6 6.25 165.3 170.3 173.9 Tie2 208.2 183 1.13 1.09 1.07 0.89 1.02
8T12B3u 5070 183.9 12 3.0 7.58 160.3 167.1 156.9 Tie2 207.3 176 1.15 1.10 1.17 0.89 1.04
8T12B4t 4995 158.9 12 30 7.55 161.1 166.2 69.8 Tie2 154.3 150 0.99 0.96 2.28 1.03 1.06

Avg. 1.09 1.05 1.51 0.94 1.04
COV 8.0% 7.7% 44.4% 8.6% 2.1%

1-ast loading rate
t Cutoff detail
ir No standard hook detail at ends of flex, bars



Strut-and-Tie Method

The Strut-and-Tie Method (STM) presented in AASHTO LRFD Section

5.6.3 was used for this analysis. This method is recommended by AASHTO for

locations where concentrated loads are applied and where the distance between the

applied load and the supporting reactions is less than twice the member height. The

STM attempts to model the distribution of forces in the concrete section by

idealizing the member as an equivalent truss consisting of compression force struts

and tension ties. The struts and ties are connected by nodal regions which transfer

forces between the internal elements as well as at external boundaries.

The factored resistance of a strut or tie component, Pr (kips), is taken as:

'ø'fl AASHTO 5.6.3.2-1 [5]

where P, is the nominal strength of the strut or tie (kips), and q$ is 0.7 for struts or

nodal zones and 1.0 for tension ties. The nominal strength of a strut without

reinforcement parallel to the strut depends on the compressive stress, f (ksi) that

can be carried in the element and the area of the strut, (in.2), and determined as:

= fA

I 0.85f'
0.8+l70e

AASHTO 5.6.3.3.1-1 [6]

AASHTO 5.6.3.3.3-1 [7]

where f is the compressive strength of the concrete (ksi), and e1 is a principal

tensile strain across the strut (in.Iin.). The principal tensile strain is computed as:

e, = Sc + (Sc + 0.002)cot2 a AASHTO 5.6.3.3.3-2 [8]
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where is the tensile strain in the tension tie (stirrup) and a is the smallest angle

between the compressive strut and the tension tie (degrees). The tensile strain in the

tension tie may be taken as 0.002 in./in., if the stirrups are expected to be at yield

under factored loads.

The nominal strength of tension ties in sections without prestressing is

determined as:

= A .f AASHTO 5.6.3.4.1-1 [9]

where is the area of the reinforcing steel attributed to the tie (in.2) andf is the

yield strength of the steel (ksi). The concrete compressive stress in nodal regions

varies depending on the conditions at the node as:

fcnode _0.85f

fcnode =0.75qf

fcnode =0.65cbf'

CCC nodal regions [10]

CCT nodal regions [11]

CTT nodal regions [12]

where 0 is taken as the resistance factor of 0.7 for bearing on concrete.
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Fig. 3 Simple strut-and-tie models for shear capacity prediction of control
specimen group; a) IT specimen; b) T specimen; c) specimens 4T 10-12 and
4T12-18.

The half symmetry model consisted of two inclined struts (S2 and S4), two

horizontal struts (S3 and S5), three tension ties (TI, T2, T3), and four nodes (Nodes

A, B, C, D) for typical T and inverted-T (IT) specimens, as respectively shown in

Figs. 3a and 3b. Two of the tension ties (TI and T2) consist of the flexural steel and

the second tension tie (T3) represents the transverse reinforcement. The amount of

shear reinforcement included in T3 is the area of stirrups crossing both inclined

struts. The four nodes in the model consisted of two CCT nodes (B and D in Fig. 3),

a CTT node (C in Fig. 3), and a CCC node (A in Fig. 3). For specimens 4T10-12

and 4T12-18 (having an aid ratio of 1.9), one inclined strut (S4), one horizontal strut
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(S 5), one tension tie (T2), and two nodes (Nodes A and D) were modeled using the

half symmetry of the specimens, as shown in Fig. 3c.

The width of the struts, w, is determined as:

w = w, cosO +lb sinO [13]

where 0 is the angle of the strut (degrees), 1b is the length of the bearing plate (4 in.

for all specimens), and w1 is the height of the tie region (in.). The height of the tie

region (Node D) for T specimens was taken as 23 1mm (9.1 in.), for two layers of

flexural steel and 137mm (5.4 in.) when a single layer of steel was present. For the

IT series, the width of the tie region was taken as 152mm (6 in.) (thickness of the

deck) because the flexural steel was located in a single layer. The strut angle for

both T and IT specimens was varies for different specimens, but was in the range of

32°. This resulted in a corresponding strut width (S4) of 249mm (9.8 in.) for T

specimens and 183mm (7.2 in.) for IT specimens. Prismatic struts were used for

both series. For specimens 4T10-12 and 4T12-18, the strut angle was 26° and the

corresponding strut width (S4) was 251mm (9.9 in.). Nodes A and B were sized by

setting the force couple from the flexural design equations to a maximum, producing

an 279mm (11 in.) to 45 7mm (18 in.) nodal height for the IT specimens depending

on the particular concrete strength and flexural steel yield stress. Nodes A and B

varied from 102mm (4 in.) to 152mm (6 in.) for the different T specimens. The

width of horizontal struts (S3 and S5) was set by the height of Nodes A and B.

The strut widths were determined based on the nodal geometry. For T and IT

specimens, Strut 2 controlled by the nodal geometry at location A was all assumed to



be prismatic having widths of approximately 203mm (8 in.) and 305mm (12 in.),

respectively. The Strut 2 width for the small aid ratio specimens was 330mm (13

in.). The compressive stress in the struts was determined assuming strains in the

stirrups at failure were equal to the yield strain (0.00 17 nmilmm).

The area of Tie 1 was 6039mm2 (9.36 in.2) for most T and IT specimens. The

tie capacity for T2 was determined from the available anchorage at the edge of nodal

zone D to the development length estimated per AASHTO LRFD Sections 5.11.2.1.1

and 5.11.2.4.1, respectively, for estimation of development length for straight bars

and development length for standard hooks in tension. An increased bond stress of

1.3 times that prescribed by the AASHTO LRFD specification was used to account

for the beneficial confining effects within a projected 45° influence zone at the

support location. Tie 2 ranged from 897mm2 (1.39 in.2) to 6039mm2 (9.36 in.2). Tie

3 represented the shear stirrups and the area varied depending on stirrup spacing.

Predicted shear capacity for the STM models is shown in Fig. 4a. and

summarized in Table 2. As seen in this figure, the chosen STM model with code

prescribed factors tended to underestimate the shear strength for all cases. Failure

was found based on the maximum nominal capacity of the different truss

components, as shown in Table 2. The controlling elements varied between

specimens and including bearing failure at Node D, compression failure of Strut 4,

and yielding of Tie 2 and Tie 3. For all specimens in the control group except

specimens 1 T6, 1 1T6, and 1 OTO, the STM model had a mean ratio of experimental to

predicted shear capacity of 1.42 with a coefficient of variation of 0.27. The models
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employed for this analysis significantly under estimated the capacity of the

experimental specimens. More refined STM modeling may result in better capacity

prediction for the experimental specimens.
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Fig. 4 Predicted and measured shear capacity for control grop of specimens; a)
strut-and-tie; b) AASHTO MCFT; c) Response 20001

Modtied Compression Field Theory

Modified Compression Field Theory (MCFT) [Vecchio and Collins, 1986] is

the shear design methodology prescribed by the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design



Specification [2003]. MCFT takes into account residual concrete stresses in cracked

concrete that permit the concrete section to resist higher shear forces. The model

simplifies the complex shear behavior of a beam into a series of parallel diagonal

cracks at an angle from horizontal, and assumes equivalent forces exist on the cross-

section. This method is referred as AASHTO MCFT. The shear capacity for a

nonprestressed concrete beam is computed as in Eq. 4. The stirrup and concrete

strength contributions depend on the crack angle and average strain on the section as:

Afd cot(0)
AASHTO 5.8.3.3-4 [14]

S

= 0.03 l6fl/7bd AASHTO 5.8.3.3-3 [15]

where A is the area of stirrups (in2), J is the yield stress of the stirrups (ksi), s is the

stirrup spacing (in.), b is the effective width of the beam (in.), d is the distance

between compression and tension resultants from moment equilibrium (in.), f is the

concrete compressive strength (ksi), and ,8 is a factor related to 0 the crack angle and

, the average longitudinal strain in the section. When the cross-section has at least

minimum stirrups, the average longitudinal strain can be determined as:

ex =

U + 0.5(V cot (o))

2EsAc
0.002 AASHTO 5.8.3.4.2-1[16]

where M is the factored applied moment (in.-kips), V is the factored applied shear

(kips), A is the area of flexural steel that is adequately developed at the section (in2),

and E is the modulus of elasticity for the flexural steel (ksi). If the section has less
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than minimum area of stirrups, Eq. 16 is multiplied by 2. Minimum stirrup area is

defined as:

A O.O3l6f7 AASHTO5.8.2.5-1 [17]

Values of 3 and 0 are chosen from Tables 5.8.3.4.2-1 and 5.8.3.4.2-2 within

the AASHTO specification and the capacity of the section is computed.

Alternatively, Response 2000TM may be used to compute the shear-moment

interaction curve. Capacity calculation for the specimens that exhibited a shear-

compression failure was performed at a critical section located at 0.9 times the

effective depth (dy) away from the edge of the loading plate. Actual material

properties for each specimen were used as input for the analyses. AASHTO MCFT

analysis results determined using Response 2000TM are summarized in Table 2 and

Fig. 4b. AASHTO MCFT results had a mean value of experimental to predicted

shear capacity of 1.10 with a coefficient of variation of 0.08 for all specimens in the

control group.

Response 2000TM

The sectional analysis in the program permits a cross-section to be directly

assessed independent of the support and loading conditions. Using the sectional

analysis, the shear-moment interactions were determined for each of the specimens.

Capacity calculation for the specimens that exhibited a shear-compression failure

was performed at a critical section located at 0.9 times the effective depth (dr) away
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from the edge of the loading plate. Actual material properties for each specimen

were used as input for the analyses. Analysis results are summarized in Table 2 and

Fig. 4c. As seen in the table and figure, Response 2000TM provided excellent

capacity prediction over the full range of test variables considered. For all

specimens in the control group, the mean experimental to predicted shear capacity

was 0.98 and the coefficient of variation of 0.08. This is remarkably good for the

range of parameters investigated.

Sectional methods such as Response 2000TM and AASHTO MCFT tended to

reasonably predict capacity of sections with span to depth ratios (aid ratios) above

approximately 2.5, which are not strongly influenced by the disturbed regions

associated with support locations. However, the sectional analyses under predicted

shear capacities for sections with low aid ratios. This is observed for Group 4 T

specimens, which include specimens 4T10-12, 4T12-18. Portions of a beam very

close to the support reactions are considered disturbed regions due to nonuniform

stress flow through the section at these locations. Within the disturbed region, the

beam carries load in a very different manner than that assumed by sectional analysis

techniques, and failure maybe controlled by concrete bearing or crushing as well as

anchorage pullout. Capacity predictions using AASHTO MCFT method were more

conservative than those using Response 2000TM Further comparisons between

experimental results were made using these sectional methods, as this method

provided better correlation as shown in Table 2 and Figs. 4b and 4c.



Specimens in HCF Group and Specimens with Debonded Stirrups

Response
2000TM and AASHTO MCFT were employed to predict the

capacity of specimens subjected to the high-cycle fatigue (I-ICF) loading protocol. A

series of tests was performed to evaluate possible deterioration in load-carrying

capacity or reduction in service life. Specimen variables included: T and inverted-T

configurations, stirrup spacing, and flexural reinforcing details. Stirrup strain data

previously collected during field investigations of four in-service RCDG bridges

were used as a reference for the laboratory high-cycle fatigue tests Higgins et al.,

2004a; Higgins et al., 2004b]. Based on the field test data, comparison of measured

stress ranges with the fatigue behavior of deformed reinforcing bars indicates that

high-cycle fatigue leading to fracture of the stirrups is unlikely. Test specimens were

initially cracked to impose diagonal cracks of the desired width prior to initiation of

fatigue testing. Precracking of the specimens was performed in the control test

setup. The specimens were then moved to a separate test frame to apply cyclic loads.

Stress ranges and numbers of cycles (2 million cycles) to represent 50 years of

service life previously determined from instrumentation of the field study bridges

were applied to the specimens. After application of fatigue loads, the specimens

were moved back to the original load frame and tested to failure to observe

differences in capacity from similar non-fatigued specimens in the control group.

Predicted shear capacities for specimens in this group are summarized in Table 3 and

shown in Fig. 5.
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Table 3 Predicted shear capacities for specimens with high-cycle fatigue loading
and with debonded stirrups.
I f' I Vpp S MN VpjK I T1 Vpç f-O I VAppI I VAPpI I VAPP/Specimen
I

(psi)
I

(kips) (in) i
aid

(ft)
I

(kips)
I

(kips)
I

(kips)
I

VR.K
I VAASHTO

I
VR2Kft_.o

Hiah-cvcle fatiaue

3T12 3990 188.7 12 3.0 7.58 194.6 168 185.7 0.97 1.12 1.02
31T12 4180 207.5 12 2.6 6.25 218.8 185 200.7 0.95 1.12 1.03
3IT18t 3915 147.1 18 2.6 6.25 169.8 156 156.1 NA NA NA
51T12-B1 3700 195.1 12 2.6 6.25 207.5 180 190.8 0.94 1.08 1.02
6T10 4595 210.4 10 3.0 7.58 205.5 185 200.8 NA NA NA
61T10 5495 237.8 10 2.6 6.25 243.1 210 236.5 0.98 1.13 1.01

81T10 4750 221.8 10 2.6 6.25 215.9 196 211.4 1.03 1.13 1.05
91T12-B1 4285 216.8 12 2.6 6.25 208.8 179 199.2 1.04 1.21 1.09
9T12-B4 4705 153.5 12 30 7.55 147.6 143 144.4 1.04 1.07 1.06

Avg. 0.99 1.13 1.04

COV 4.3% 4.0% 2.8%
lDebonded stirruns

7T6 4405 213.7 6 3.0 7.58 233.2 225 229.6 0.92 0.95 0.93
7T12 4280 215.6 12 2.7 6.39 215.8 176 198.5 1.00 1.23 1.09
71T12 4165 204.4 12 2.6 6.25 218.6 185 200.2 0.94 1.10 1.02

Avg. 0.95 1.09 1.01

COV 4.6% 12.6% 7.7%
t Metal fatigue of stirrups occurred

Failed in flexure

Based on the observed deterioration of the stirrup-concrete bond under high-

cycle fatigue, a series of experiments was performed to assess the impact of stirrup

debonding on the capacity and behavior of test specimens. During 2 million cycles

of fatigue loading, the stirrups did not become frilly debonded from the concrete

along the entire leg length. However, if the high-cycle fatigue tests were permitted

to be run continuously and at a sufficiently low threshold so as not to induce metal

fatigue (stress range below 138MPa (20 ksi)) it could be possible to produce fully

debonded stirrups. Due to the space, time, and equipment demands to achieve this

condition, it was not possible to conduct these tests in the laboratory. To simulate
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this effect, a series of four specimens were constructed (7T6, 7T12, 71T6, and 71T12)

with all the stirrup legs within the test span debonded from the concrete. The

vertical straight leg portions of the stirrups were wrapped with plastic strand

sheathing to prevent bond between the stirrup leg and surrounding concrete. The

horizontal portion at the hooked end and the horizontal length between bends at the

beam soffit were not wrapped. These specimens were tested using the control

loading protocol.

To account for debonding effects and reduced stirrup constraint at cracks

under the repeated loads, the tensile strength of the concrete used in Response

program was set near zero to significantly reduce the contribution of the

tensile stresses in the concrete between cracks. The tensile stresses in the concrete

could be reduced due to million cycles of fatigue loading. Analysis results referred

as Vr2k for all specimens in this group are summarized in Table 3 and shown in

Fig. 5c.

Based on comparisons of experimental and predicted results, subsequent

strength testing of fatigued specimens did not indicate significant change in capacity

as compared to the unfatigued specimens. The mean values of experimental to

predicted shear capacity are similar to those for the control specimens. The

specimen with fully debonded stirrups exhibited only slightly reduced capacity

compared to an otherwise similar specimen with bonded stirrups.
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Fig. 5 Predicted and measured shear capacity for specimens with high-cycle fatigue
loading and debonded stirrups; a) Response 2000TM; b) AASHTO MCFT;
c) Response

2000TM with]; * 0.

Anchorage of Flexural Reinforcing

Bond stress from the flexural-tension rebar at the end region was considered

for analysis of T and IT specimens with different stirrup spacing, as shown in Table

4. A free body diagram of the end region of the specimens is shown in Fig. 6.

Applied moment and resistance force along the crack interface provided by the

aggregate interlock were neglected due to the anchorage failure at the support
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location. Applied tensile force, TAP?, in the bottom flexural tensile rebar was

obtained by taking moments at Point A, which are

TAPP =(VAPP O.5V)cotO [18]

where VAPP is the applied shear including specimen selfweight (kips), V, is the total

force in the yielded stirrups across the diagonal tension crack (kips), and 9 is the

angle of inclination of the diagonal-tension crack (degrees).

c

O.5d,,cotO

'APP

a)

61n

6in

0.5 d cot 0 0.5 d cot e

VAPP

b)

Fig. 6 Forces at end region; a) T specimen; b) IT specimen.
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Table 4 - Anchorage of flexural-tension steel reinforcement.

s ecimP e
VAPP

(kips)

f

(psi)

f

(ksi)

L

(in)

deff
(in)

d

(in)
(i

vs

(kip)

0

(deg)

'd

(in)

'dh

(in)

Uavg

(psi)

dbt

(in)

'em

(in)

eni
Tofal#

of bars

#0
confined

bars

avail

(kip)

APP

(kip)

1T6 206.5 4700 67.2 24 43.4 39.1 6 146.7 30.6 22 1 1070 4.6 20.3 13.2 6 3 633 225
11T6 236.0 4775 67.2 24 45.3 40.8 6 153.1 31.7 600 395 2.7 16.9 9.4 6 4 197 258
1118 169.8 4925 67.2 24 43.4 39.1 18 48.9 30.6 21 6 1095 4.6 20.3 13.2 6 3 648 246
11T18 158.8 4550 67.2 24 45.3 40.8 18 51.0 31.7 61 4 386 2.7 16.9 9.4 6 4 192 216
2110 205.3 3550 75.8 24 43.4 39.1 10 88.0 30.6 28 7 930 4.6 20.3 13.2 6 3 550 273
21T10 205.3 3290 75.8 24 45.3 40.8 10 91.9 31.7 81 5 328 2.7 16.9 9.4 6 4 163 258
2112 192.9 3520 75.8 24 43.4 39.1 12 73.3 30.6 289 926 4.6 20.3 13.2 6 3 548 264
21112 183.8 3575 75.8 24 45.3 40.8 12 76.6 31.7 782 342 2.7 16.9 9.4 6 4 170 236
41T6-10 216.5 3790 68.3 24 45.3 40.8 8 114.8 31.7 684 352 2.7 16.9 9.4 6 4 175 258
4118-12 242.9 3710 68.3 21.6 45.3 40.8 10 91.9 34.7 691 348 2.7 30.8 9.4 6 6 311 284
51T12-B4 206.5 4130 69.2 21.6 45.3 40.8 12 76.6 34.7 664 367 2.7 30.8 9.4 6 6 328 243
81112 186.1 4840 74.9 21.6 45.3 40.8 12 76.6 34.7 664 398 2.7 30.8 9.4 4 4 237 213
8T12-B3 183.9 5070 74.9 24 43.4 39.1 12 73.3 30.6 649 407 4.6 20.3 13.2 6 3 241 249
8T12-B4 158.9 4995 74.9 24 45.0 40.5 12 76.1 31.5 654 404 3.0 17.4 10.0 3 3 109 197
1OTO 54.8 4610 69.3 24 45.0 40.5 0 0.0 31.5 23 1 1059 3.0 17.4 10.0 3 3 287 89
10T24-B4 125.3 3420 69.3 24 43.8 39.4 24 37.0 30.8 : 26 8 912 4.2 19.5 12.4 5 3 440 179
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Moment arm (dy) was taken as 0.9 times the effective depth (deff). Angle of

inclination of the diagonal-tension crack was an arctangent of the moment arm

divided by half of the shear span of a specimen. Stress in stirrups across the failure

crack was assumed to reach a yield stress of 35OMPa (50,700 psi). Tension

development length for straight bars and basic hook development length were

determined per the AASHTO LRFD specification as:

/
1.25AbfY

AASHTO5.11.2.1.l [19]d

38.0db
AASHTOS.11.2.4.1-1 [20]hb7T

where Ab is the area of bar (in.2), f, is the yield strength of reinforcing bars (ksi),f'

is the compressive strength of concrete (ksi), and db is the diameter of bar (in.).

Parameters for each specimen are summarized in Table 4. Average bond strength

was computed as:

fYdb
/avg =

4(ld orlhb)
[21]

where Jj, is the yielding stress of flexural-tension reinforcing bar (psi) and db is the

diameter of flexural-tension reinforcing bar (in.). Embedded length (lern) was the

length of the flexural rebar embedded in the concrete from the end to the intersection

point between the flexural-rebar centroid and diagonal-tension crack, as shown in

Fig. 6. An increased bond stress of 1.3 times that prescribed by the AASHTO LRFD

specification was used to account for the beneficial confining effects within a
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projected 45° influence zone at the support location. The confining factor was used

for three flexural rebars in the bottom layer for T specimens and four flexural rebars

in the projected 45° influence zone, as shown in Fig. 6. A total available tensile

force per bar (Tavaji) generated by the bond strength over the length of embedded

rebars was equal to iavg 7rdb lem This tensile force was compared to the applied

tensile force obtained from Eq. 18 for each specimen, as summarized in Table 4. As

shown in the table, the available tensile force for specimens 21T10, 21T12, and 41T6-

10 was less than the applied tensile force indicating an anchorage failure. These

calculations validated the anchorage failure of the specimens. However, based on

estimation of the anchorage capacity, anchorage failure would occur in specimens

11T6, 11T18, 8T12-B3, and 8T12-B4. This finding differs from the experimental

results. The beneficial confining effects might be underestimated for specimens

11T6 and 11T18. Shear failure associated with the end and cutoff details might

overtake anchorage failure for specimens 8T12-B3 and 8T12-B4.
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Flexural Reinforcing Cutoff Details

Experimental specimens with flexural reinforcing cutoff details are shown in

Table 5. Reduced amounts of flexural bar area were obtained as shown in Fig. 7a for

T specimens and Fig. 7b for IT specimens, by multiplying the full cross-sectional

area of flexural bars by a ratio of actual embedded length (from the end to a critical

section) to development length of the flexural bars. Development lengths were

computed using the AASHTO LRFD recommendation. Response
2000TM program

and AASHTO MCFT were employed to compute shear capacity for the specimens

using the reduced section of the flexural bar area. Variables and results are

summarized in Table 5. The analysis results correlated well with the experimental

results with an average ratio of experimental to predicted shear capacity of 1.01 with

a coefficient of variation of 6.2% for Response 2000TM and 1.10 with a coefficient of

variation of 6.8% for AASHTO MCFT. This indicated that capacity for specimens

with partially developed flexural steel was reasonably predicted.

Table 5 Shear capacity predictions for specimens with flexural bar cutoff details.

Specimen VAPP

(kips)

f'c

(psi)

f
.

(ksi)

.

td (in)
Miv

(ft)

Total A

(in2)

Eff A

(in2)

VR2K

(kips)

VSHTO
(kips)

VAPP /

VR2I(

VAPP

VAASHTO

8IT1O 221.8 4750 74.9 67.0 6.25 9.36 7.62 215.9 196.0 1.03 1.13

81T12 186.1 4840 74.9 66.4 6.25 9.36 7.64 208.2 183.0 0.89 1.02

8T12-B4 158.9 4995 74.9 65.4 7.55 7.80 6.14 154.3 150.0 1.03 1.06

91T12-B1 216.8 4285 70.8 66.7 6.25 9.36 7.63 208.8 179.0 1.04 1.21

9T12-B4 153.5 4705 70.8 63.6 7.55 7.80 6.18 147.6 143.0 1.04 1.07

Avg. 1.01 1.10

COV 6.2% 6.8%
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Fig. 7 Effective cross-sectional area of flexural bars in specimens with cutoff

details; a) T specimens; b) IT specimens.

Moving Support Testing

Moving support tests were conducted for specimens 41T6-10 and 41T8-12.

The specimens had two different stirrup spacings, 152mm (6 in.) near midspan and

254mm (10 in.) near beam ends for 41T6-10 specimen; and 203mm (8 in.) near

midspan and 305mm (12 in.) near beam ends for 41T8-12 specimen, as shown in Fig.

8. Transverse reinforcement details of these specimens reflected reinforcement

details near the mid-bent region of a girder in a continuous span bridge to the dead

load points of inflection, where stirrup spacing becomes incrementally larger toward

the midspan region. The specimens were precracked using the control loading

protocol with a span length equal to 4.9m (16 fi). The precracking load was 1779kN
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(400 kips) for both specimens. Then, the supports were pushed out to produce a span

length of 7.3m (24 ft) for 41T6-10 specimen and a span length of 6.6m (21.6 ft) for

41T8-12 specimen before being loaded to failure. This testing procedure attempted

to simulate load effects within a girder near the bent cap region. A vehicle could

produce diagonal cracking within the region with tighter stirrup spacing and then

produce a subsequent diagonal crack at a location further out on the span, where the

stirrup spacing is larger.

P/2
0.9 deff 0.9 deff

¶ $'1 106ir 61Pin.

_L 4_I- - -L J- -- 4-_- _-

..
._J..

96in.
1

144in. l2iri

L=l6ft
'1'

,-MNft

L 24 ft

a)

0.9 deff 0.9 def

7@ 8 ir. 5l12 in.

F

961h.

130 in. 26in,_MN3.44ft

H
MN=6.25 ft

ft

L=21.6ft

I

b)

Fig. 8 Moment and shear diagrams for moving-support testing specimens; a)
specimen 41T6-10; b) specimen 41T8-12.
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Specimen 41T6-1O

Moment-shear (M-V) envelope of capacity for the section of specimen 41T6-

10 with three different stirrup spacings (125mm (6 in.), 203mm (8 in.), and 254mm

(10 in.)) was computed using the Response 2000TM program. For the precracking

stage (a span length of 4.88m (16 ft)), a critical section located at O.9deff away from

the edge of the loading plate (an MAT ratio of 1 .05m (3.44 11)) was considered, as

shown in Fig. 8a. For the failure-testing stage, two sections were considered: at

0.9deff away from the edge of the support plate (an MN ratio of 1. lOm (3.6 ft); and

from the edge of the loading plate (an MAT ratio of 2.27m (7.44 ft)). The critical

sections are shown with transverse reinforcement details in the specimens as well as

moment and shear diagrams due to the loading configurations, as shown in Fig 8.

M-V envelopes for the sections of specimen 41T6- 10 were developed and shown in

Fig 9a. The experimental precracking shear was 890kN (200 kips). This was much

lower than the predicted shear as shown in the figure.
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a) b)
Fig. 9 M-V envelope of capacity using Response2000TM; a) specimen 41T6-10; b)

specimen 41T8-12.
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Specimen 41T6- 10 failed due to an anchorage failure at the end support with

an experimental applied shear of 940kN (211.4 kips) with a span length of 7.3m (24

ft). This was about 86% of the predicted shear capacity for the section located at

0.9deff away from the edge of the loading plate with 152mm (6 in.) stirrup spacing,

and about 90% of the predicted shear capacity for the section located at 0.9deff away

from the edge of the support plate with 254mm (10 in.) stirrup spacing. The

specimen would exhibit a shear-compression failure, if adequate anchorage of the

flexural reinforcing is provided.

Specimen 41T8-12

Loading configurations, support locations, transverse reinforcement details,

and moment and shear diagrams for specimen 41T8-12 are shown in Fig. 8b. M-V

envelopes of capacity for the sections of the specimens with three different stirrup

spacings (203mm (8 in.), 254mm (10 in.), and 305mm (12 in.)) were developed and

shown in Fig 9b. Similar to specimen 41T6- 10, the experimental precracking load

for specimen 41T8-12 was lower than the predicted shear capacity of the 203mm (8

in.) stirrup spacing section with an MAT ratio of 1.05m (3.44 ft), as shown in Fig. 9b.

Specimen 41T8-12 exhibited a shear-compression failure with an applied

shear of 1058kN (237.8 kips), when the supports were pushed out to produce a span

length of 6.6m (21.6 ft). The failure crack spanned from the support plate to the

loading plate crossing both the 203mm (8 in.) and 305mm (12 in.) stirrup spacing

regions. The experimental shear was approximately equal to the shear capacity of
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the section with 254mm (10 in.) stirrup spacings, as shown by the M-V envelope in

Fig. 9b. This indicated that the stirrups in both 203mm (8 in.) and 305mm (12 in.)

stirrup spacing regions contributed to shear capacity for the specimens.

Comparison Analyses for Common Material Properties

Concrete strengths of the specimens were variable, even with the same mix

design, making direct capacity comparisons among specimens sometimes difficult.

Using different analysis methods, capacity predictions were made for a set of

common materials and parameters. Predictions of shear capacity were performed, by

Response
2000TM

(R2K), AASHTO MCFT, and ACI methods, using the same MN

ratio, material, and section properties. Response
2000TM was also used to predict

capacity for sections with cutoff details (R2K-cutoff) and with debonded stirrups

R2Kf*0). Sections with six different stirrup spacings (152mm (6 in.), 254mm (10

in.), 305mm (12 in.), 457mm (18 in.), 610mm (24 in.), and no stirrups) were used for

the analyses. For both T and IT sections with flexural reinforcing cutoff detail, two

of six flexural bars were placed starting at 1 .52m (5 ft) from the end supports. The

span length for both series was 7.3m (24 ft). Reduced flexural steel cross-sectional

areas at the sections were computed based on AASHTO LRFD development lengths.

Material properties for all sections included: concrete strengths of 3OMPa (4330 psi);

steel yielding stress of 490, 444, 439, and 350 MPa (71.2, 64.4, 63.7, and 50.7 ksi)

for #11 grade6o, #4 grade6o, #6 grade60, and #4 grade4o, respectively; and steel

ultimate stress of 711, 715, 628, and 544 MPa (103.1, 103.7, 91.1, and 78.9 ksi) for
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#11 grade60, #4 grade60, #6 grade60, and #4 grade40, respectively. M/V ratios for T

and IT specimens were 2.31m (7.58 fi) and 2.27m (7.44 ft), respectively. Predicted

results are shown in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10 Predicted shear capacity using same material properties; a) T section; b) IT
section.
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Similar trends were observed for both T and IT specimens. R2K-f--*0

method indicated that when the stirrup spacings decreased, the differences in

strength predictions were smaller compared to R2K predictions. The R2K-f---*0

method predicted that the sections with no stirrups could not resist any shear.

Similar predictions by R2K and R2K-cutoff were observed for sections with large

stirrup spacings, while the correlation deviated when the stirrup spacings were

smaller than 457mm (18 in.). ACI predicted higher strength than the other methods

for the section with no stirrups, but lower prediction was found when stirrups were

present in the sections. For 610mm (24 in.) stirrup spacing sections, AASHTO

MCFT predicted lower shear capacities compared to the other methods due to the

stirrup spacing being lower than the minimum stirrup requirement. Overall

predictions by AASHTO MCFT were fairly conservative compared to other methods

used for sections with stirrups.

Conclusions

Four different analysis methods were employed to predict shear capacity of

the RC girders with vintage reinforcing details including: ACI method, Strut-and-Tie

Method (STM), specialty analysis program Response
2000TM and AASHTO MCFT.

The analyses were carried out for specimens with a variety of loading conditions and

specimen parameters. Based on these analyses and comparisons with experimental

results, the following conclusions are presented:
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1. The ACI method tended to conservatively predict capacity of specimens.

However, it provided unconservative results for the specimen without

stirrups.

2. The STM method tended to conservatively predict specimen capacity, using

simple truss models. More refined methods and models may be required to

better predict capacity.

3. Response
2000TM

and AASHTO MCFT reasonably predicted capacity of the

specimens over the range of variables considered, and further provided good

correlation with experimental results for specimens with cutoff details.

Equivalent flexural reinforcing steel areas were used to account for partially

developed bars based on specified development lengths.

4. AASHTO MCFT reasonably predicted capacity of the specimens over the

range of variables considered and tended to be slightly conservative

compared to Response
2000TM
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CHAPTER 4

Finite Element Modeling of Reinforced Concrete Beams with Shear Dominated
Behavior
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Introduction and Background

Many analysis techniques have been developed for strength evaluation of

reinforced concrete beams with shear-critical behavior. Sectional analysis methods

based on the modified compression field theory (MCFT) [Vecchio and Collins,

1986; Bentz, 2000] are among good methods for strength prediction of general

reinforced concrete sections. However, behavior of reinforce concrete beams with

small span-to-depth ratio is not well predicted. The strut-and-tie method is

recommended by ACI3 18-02 [2002] for use of shear capacity prediction of

reinforced concrete beams with short shear span ratio. An overview of the analysis

method with examples is given by Reineck [2002]. Experience is needed to

determine the most efficient strut-and-tie models for different situations. Many

results can be found depending on assumed strut-and-tie profiles in the predicted

beams. Moreover, behavior in the service range is not available using this method.

Several researchers found that ACI methods significantly over estimated

shear capacity of large concrete beams with light steel reinforcement and without

steel reinforcement [Collins and Kuchma, 1999; Angelakos et al., 2001; Higgins et

al., 2004]. The methods are simple to apply and generally provide conservative

estimates when at least code minimum stirrups are provided for calculating the shear

capacity of reinforced concrete beams. The procedure is suitable for design but does

not predict behavior of reinforced concrete beams.
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The finite element method can be used to predict nonlinear behavior of

reinforced concrete members. Modeling the complex behavior of reinforced

concrete, which is both nonhomogeneous and anisotropic, is one of the most difficult

challenges. Most early finite element models of reinforced concrete included the

effects of cracking based on a pre-defined crack pattern [Ngo and Scordelis, 1967;

Nilson, 1968]. With this approach, changes in the topology of the models were

required as the load increased, therefore the ease and speed of the analysis were

limited. A smeared cracking approach was introduced using isoparametric

formulations to represent the cracked concrete as an orthotropic material [Rashid,

1968]. In the smeared cracking approach, cracking of the concrete occurs when the

principal tensile stress exceeds the concrete cracking stress. The elastic modulus of

the material is then assumed to be zero in the direction parallel to the principal

tensile stress direction [Suidan and Schnobrich, 1973]. In the past decades, finite

element analysis using a smeared cracking approach was employed by many

researchers for behavior prediction of reinforced concrete members [Stevens et al.,

1987; Vecchio, 1989; Bhatt and Abdel Kader, 1997; Maekawa et al., 2003].

The finite element code ANSYS [2003], version 7.1, was employed in this

study to predict behavior of two series of reinforced concrete beams having different

sizes and span-to-depth (aid) ratios. The modeling included concrete confinement to

account for developed arching action in RC beams with small aid ratio, and

incorporated a quasi-displacement control loading technique to accelerate the

nonlinear solution without loss of accuracy.



Experimental Specimens

Finite element analyses were performed for eleven test specimens from two

series of laboratory tests. The specimens consisted of two groups: Group A and

Group B. Group A specimens had an aid ratio of 2.0 and were tested by Farrow

[2002]. A total of fourteen specimens were tested to failure with nine of the fourteen

specimens subjected to an accelerated corrosion process to produce various damage

states. The remaining five specimens were control specimens having no corrosion

damage and were employed for modeling in this study. Structural details of

specimens in Group A are shown in Fig. 1. Five Group A specimens were analyzed

including a rectangular section with 203, 254, 305mm (8, 10, 12 in.) stirrup spacings;

a specimen with 254mm (10 in.) stirrup spacing having a T-section for shear in the

presence of positive moment (slab in flexural compression); and a specimen with

254mm (10 in.) stirrup spacing having an inverted-T section for shear in the presence

of negative moment (slab in flexural tension). Specimens were identified with a

number and letter designation: the first number indicated stirrup spacing, and the

letter corresponded to the cross sectional geometry. Specimens were designed to

produce diagonal tension failures and were constructed with 152mm (6 in.) stirrup

spacing on one half of the span and wider stirrup spacing on the half-span of interest.

This configuration forced failure within the beam span containing the larger stirrup

spacing.

Specimens in Group B comprised six specimens; four specimens having T-

sections for positive moment regions and two specimens with inverted-T sections for
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negative moment regions. The specimens were part of a large testing program of

forty-four specimens [Higgins et al., 2004]. Tests were conducted to evaluate the

behavior of large-sized lightly reinforced RC girders with 1950's vintage proportions

and properties. The specimens had an a/d ratio of approximately 3.0. Details of

specimens are shown in Fig. 2. Specimens were identified with a number and letter

designation: the first number indicated the beam cast sequence; a letter corresponded

to the cross-sectional geometry; and the last number corresponded to the stirrup

spacing. The span length (L) for specimens Group B was 7.3m (24 ft) except for

specimen 51T12, which was 6.6m (21.6 ft). Specimens 1T6, 1T18, and 10T24 had

an aid ratio of 3.0; specimens 11T18 and 1OTO had an a/d ratio of 2.9; and specimen

51T12 had an aid ratio of 2.6.
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Fig. 2 Configuration of Group B specimens.

Material Modeling

For specimens in Group A, the concrete stress-strain relationship was

developed using Todeschini's approximation [Todeschini et al., 1964], with

parameters based on best-fit of actual cylinder compression tests. A multilinear

work-hardening stress-strain curve using von Mises yield criterion was employed to

construct the concrete stress-strain curve. The crushing capability option in ANSYS
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was suppressed and was instead modeled using a multilinear curve with negative

slope. This technique was found to be more effective for the nonlinear solution in

ANSYS to prevent the analysis from indicating crushing of the concrete (when the

crushing option was used) that was not observed during testing. Moreover, the

crushing capability used in the finite element code is based on force checking,

therefore post-peak response cannot be well predicted.

0.51

0.3f
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I,

0.9rc

0.3f

0

I'

so

Strain
Strain

a) b)

Fig. 3 Concrete stress-strain relationship for FE modeling: a) Group A specimens;
b) Group B specimens.

For beams with short shear spans, aId ratio less than 2.5, inclined cracks

linking between the loading point and the support location could be developed. The

force transfer occurs mainly by formation of a compression strut carrying the

compression force, the transverse steel reinforcement resisting tension across the

diagonal crack within the shear span, and the flexural steel providing horizontal

equilibrium. In the compression strut, particularly under the loading application

area, high compressive stresses develop and can reach the peak compressive strength



of the concrete. Lateral strains in the concrete develop due to Poisson's effects and

cause steel stirrups to be stressed. The concrete core area with the stirrups may be

considered as confined concrete due to the lateral confinement provided by the

stirrups [Kent and Park, 1973]. When this confinement occurs, post-peak decay in

compressive stress was reduced as shown in Fig. 3a. Two parameters for

constructing a post-peak stress-strain curve for confined concrete from Soliman and

Yu [1967] and Kent and Park [1973] were

Ac"(b"+2d")
[1]

b"d"s

5Oh = [2]

where AS" is the cross-sectional area of the transverse reinforcement (single leg)

(in.2), s is center-to-center spacing of the transverse reinforcement (in.), b" and d" are

the width and depth of the confined concrete core, respectively, p" is the volumetric

ratio of confining transverse reinforcement. e5oh is the additional strain due to

confinement at 50% of the maximum stress on the descending branch.

A linear stress-strain relationship for the post-peak behavior of the confined

concrete for post-peak behavior was constructed using interpolation between strain at

the peak stress (s0) and S50u + 5Oh strain to obtain the decay slope as shown in Fig.

3a, where s5o is the strain at 50% f' in the descending portion of the unconfined

concrete. The peak stress of the concrete curve is assumed to be 1.0 f' and the

strain at the peak stress was obtained from compression tests (0.0029 mmlmm for the
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analysis of Group A specimens). Concrete strengths for Group A specimens on the

day-of-test were 30.3, 34.1, 30.3, 37.6, and 30.3MPa (4400, 4950, 4400, 5450, and

4400 psi) for 8R, 1 OR, 1 2R, 1 OT, and 1 OIT, respectively. The decay portion of both

confined and unconfined concrete curves leveled off at a stress equal to O.3f'

Initially, Todeschini's approximation for unconfined concrete was also used

to construct the concrete stress-strain relationship for specimens in Group B.

However, over prediction of ultimate load compared to the experimental results was

observed. A parabolic stress-strain relationship [Hognestad, 19511 was then used to

construct the concrete curve for the specimens, as shown in Fig. 3b. The parabolic

stress-strain relationship resulted in a better behavior prediction of specimens having

an aid ratio of approximately 3.0. The parabolic constitutive values used a peak

stress of O.9f' and had a steep unloading branch after the peak stress. The material

model better captured the behavior of the large-sized beams with less confinement

effect. Stem concrete strengths for Group B specimens on the day-of-test were 32.4,

34.0, 31.4, 28.5, 23.6, and 31.8MPa (4700, 4925, 4550, 4130, 3420, and 4610 psi)

for 1T6, 1T18, 11T18, 51T12, 10T24, and IOTO, respectively. The average strain at

the peak stress obtained from compression tests for Group B specimens was 0.0040

mm/mm. The measured average strain was quite high comparedto a typical strain of

about 0.002 mm/mm for concrete having 27.6-34.SMPa (4000-5000 psi) strength

[Hognestad, 1951; Todeschini et al., 19641. Strains were measured with a new

compressometer, which could have resulted in the high strain reading. As a result,

for this study, estimation of a strain at the peak stress was assumed to be 1.8f' /E



[Hognestad, 1951], where E is modulus of elasticity of the concrete estimated using

the ACT recommendation. No confined concrete was included for modeling except

for specimen 1T6 due to the large magnitude of the applied loads. Confined concrete

elements were placed locally under the loading application points and above the

support plates to preclude localized failure. The decay portion of both confined and

unconfined concrete curves leveled off at a stress equal to 0.3f' .

Tensile strength of concrete was approximated as proportional to the square

root of the compressive strength. Based on a large number of tests from various

localities [Mirza et al., 1979], the mean split cylinder strength over the square root of

the compressive strength was 6.4 and the mean modulus of rupture over the square

root of the compressive strength was 8.3. A wide scatter in the test data was

observed. AC1318-02 recommended a modulus of rupture equal to 7.5j7 for use

in calculating deflections and a lower value equal to 6 for strength

calculations. Vecchio { 1989] used a shear cracking stress of 4 for the analysis

based on the ACI recommendation. For Group A specimens, modulus of rupture

tests were carried out and the mean modulus of rupture over the square root of the

compressive strength of the same concrete was 7.3. For Group B specimens, the

mean split cylinder strength over the square root of the compressive strength was 6.1

and the mean modulus of rupture over the square root of the compressive strength

was 6.7. For this study, concrete tensile strength was initially taken as 6 \I7 for

modeling of all specimens. However, it was found that a concrete tensile strength of
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4.j7 produced a better prediction for experimental specimens with light

reinforcement: specimens 12R, 10T24, and 1OTO.
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Fig. 4 Stress-strain curve for steel reinforcement of Group A specimens.

For both groups, Poisson's ratio for concrete in all specimens was assumed to

be 0.2. The shear transfer coefficient represents conditions of the crack face. The

value of the shear transfer coefficient ranges from 0.0 to 1.0, with 0.0 representing a

smooth crack (complete loss of shear transfer) and 1.0 representing a rough crack (no

loss of shear transfer). However, the value of the shear transfer coefficient used in

many studies of reinforced concrete structures varied between 0.05 and 0.5

[Isenburg, 1993]. Coefficient values selected (between 0 and 1) do not appear to be
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critical, however, a value greater than 0 is necessary to prevent numerical

difficulties. For this study, the open and closed crack shear transfer coefficients used

were 0.2 and 1.0, respectively.
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Fig. 5 Stress-strain curve for steel reinforcement of Group B specimens.

Material properties for steel reinforcing bars for both groups were obtained

from tension tests. A multilinear stress-strain relationship was employed for

modeling the steel properties, as shown in Fig. 4 for Group A specimens and in Fig.

5 for Group B specimens. The yield stresses were 496MPa (72 ksi) for #8 rebar,

483MPa (70 ksi) for #7 rebar, and 441MPa (64 ksi) for #4 rebar. The assumed

ultimate stresses were 793MPa (115 ksi) for #8 rebar, 793MPa (115 ksi) for #7 rebar,

and 738MPa (107 ksi) for #4 rebar for Group A specimens. For Group B specimens,



average yield stresses for #11 Grade-60, #6 Grade-60, #4 Grade-60, and #4 Grade-40

were 483, 421, 462, and 352MPa (70, 61, 67, and 51 ksi), respectively. Average

ultimate stresses for #11 Grade-60, #6 Grade-60, #4 Grade-60, and #4 Grade-40

were 717, 607, 738, and 545MPa (104, 88, 107, and 79 ksi), respectively.

Modeling Description

Half symmetry was employed for modeling Group A specimens, whereas a

quarter portion of the test beam was modeled for specimens in Group B due to

symmetry. Concrete was modeled using 8-node solid elements. An important

consideration in finite element modeling is the selection of the mesh density. A

convergence of results is obtained with an adequate number of elements in a model.

However, element size for the smeared cracking model cannot be less than several

times larger than the aggregate size [Bazant, 1985]. Dimensions (width, length, and

height) of the concrete elements were approximately 51-76mm (2-3 in.) in this study.

Embedded reinforcing steel was modeled using nonlinear truss elements rigidly

connected to the surrounding concrete elements. Example FE models for Group A

and Group B specimens are shown in Figs. 6a and 6b, respectively.

Analyses were performed using a quasi-displacement control technique

whereby high-stiffness springs are used to control the midspan displacement of the

model and the resulting forces are computed based on support reactions. Ends of

spring elements were connected between loading nodes of the beam model and a

fixed boundary condition as shown in Fig. 6. Forces were applied to the end nodes
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of the spring elements. The spring stiffness was adjusted through trial and error such

that numerical stability of the solution was achieved, as the model becomes highly

nonlinear at concrete cracking/crushing and rebar yielding, without loss of precision.

Without this technique, solution times become exceedingly large and peak and post-

peak response cannot be well captured using existing ANSYS concrete models.

Springs

Confined concrete wI Confined concrete WI
6-inch spacing -çrp

\çj ,' 8,10,12-inch spacing

Applied Force

a)

b)

Fig. 6 Finite element models of laboratory specimens: a) Group A specimen;
b) Group B specimen.

The FE model of specimen 1 OR was used to determine the required spring

stiffness. Five stiffnesses of the spring were investigated: 42E6, 42E8, 42E10,
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42E12, and 42E14kN/m (24E4, 24E6, 24E8, 24E10, and 24E12 kip/in.). The models

were analyzed using a computer equipped with 2.80 GHz XeonTM dual processors

and 1.00 GB of RAM. Results of these analyses are shown in Fig. 7a. All predicted

load-deflection plots appear similar, but solution times are very different, as shown

in the figure. Longer solution times were observed when spring stiffness is reduced.

The results of the beam model with a 42E1 OkN/m (24E8 kip/in.) spring stiffness

were also compared to those of an FE model of specimen 1 OR using conventional

displacement control, and a model with a conventional displacement control and

relaxed convergence tolerance, as shown in Fig. 7b. Analysis of the model using

conventional displacement control stopped at 1014kN (228 kips) after about 100

hours of solving due to numerical instability. The model solved with a relaxed-

tolerance displacement control reached the maximum load but became unstable soon

after steel yielding with about 60 hours of solution time. The model with the quasi-

displacement control technique exhibited a similar load-deflection response

compared to the test beam as shown in the figure with about 2 hours of solution time.

A spring stiffness of 42E1OkN/m (24E8 kip/in.) was used for further analysis of

Group A specimens. The average experimental stiffness of Group A specimens was

1. 14E5kN/m (650 kip/in.). A ratio of the spring to beam stiffness was 3.7E6. This

same stiffness ratio was employed for analysis of Group B specimens.
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Due to nonlinear behavior of the model, a small loadstep size was required.

For the linear range before cracking, a loadstep size was arbitrarily selected. A
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displacement loadstep of 0.02mm (0.00075 in.) was employed to get past the first

cracking stage. After this stage, the solution became more stable up to about 80%

maximum load. A larger loadstep size of 0.10mm (0.004 in.) or larger was used.

Near failure, a constant loadstep size was found to be robust for this stage. For

Group A specimens, a 0.05mm (0.002 in.) loadstep size was used, while a 0.10mm

(0.004 in.) loadstep size was employed for Group B specimens. Averages of the

maximum displacement for Group A and B specimens were 9.4mm (0.37 in.) and

19mm (0.74 in.), respectively. The loadstep size near the failure point for both

groups was about 0.5% of the maximum displacement.

Failure criteria used for the analyses were stirrup yielding and concrete

crushing indicated by large deformation near the loading plate for the beam model

with a diagonal-tension failure; and tension steel yielding and concrete crushing at

the center top portion for the model with a flexural failure.

Comparison of Finite Element Analysis and Experimental Results

Load-midspan deflection response, crack pattern, and first steel yielding load

were used for comparisons between test data and FEA results. Instrument locations

on the laboratory specimens for Groups A and B are shown in Figs. 8a and 8b,

respectively. Midspan displacement for each test specimen was obtained by

subtracting support deformations from the measured midspan deflection taken

relative to the laboratory reaction floor. Results are summarized as shown in Table

1.
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Load

Embedded strain gage

4

Center displacement Support displacement
relative to floor relative to floor

a)

Load
12 in.

Test Section

/ Embedded strain gage
/

i-/- ------------ -- - -t
A

Center 48 in
displacemerlt/ ILII.I
relative to \ \
floor V

çj'\ Support
'-' displacement.______

4 relative to
/ ////7 floor

156 in.

b)

Fig. 8 Instrumentation on test specimens: a) Group A specimen; b) Group B
specimen.

As seen in Table 1, good prediction of ultimate load and midspan deflection

by FEA was observed with an average EXP/FEA (experimentlfinite element

analysis) ratio of 0.95 and 1.07, respectively. FEA generally overpredicted the

midspan deflection of the smaller a/d ratio specimens (Group A), while the midspan

deflection of the Group B specimens was generally underpredicted. Experimental

midspan deflections could be smaller, if the test specimens were monolithically
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loaded without stopping for marking and measuring cracks. Creep deformations

occurred in the test specimens during marking and measuring cracks under the

applied loads. Experimental and predicted load-deflection responses for Group A

and B specimens are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. As shown in the figures,

good correlation was generally observed.
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Fig. 9 Predicted response of Group A specimens.
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Fig. 10 Predicted response of Group B specimens.
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Table 1 Summary of exnerimental and FEA results

Midspan A at Load at yield Load at yieldUltimate load
EXPI peak load EXPI strain of flex. EXP/ strain of EXP/Specimen (kips)
FEA (in.) FEA steel (kips) FEA stirrup (kips) FEA

EXP FEA EXP FEA EXP FEA EXP FEA
8R 267.7 269.7 0.99 0.46 0.51 0.90 186 232 0.80 148 232 0.64
1OR 260.4 269.5 0.97 0.39 0.48 0.61 204 229 0.89 144 253 0.57
12R 220.0 252.0 0.87 0.39 0.41 0.95 192 229 0.84 135 220 0.61
lOT 284.0 291.5 0.97 0.43 0.42 1.02 217 248 0.88 176 264 0.67
1OIT 271.8 279.1 0.97 0.40 0.47 0.85 189 244 0.77 170 226 0.75
1T6 408.1 400.0 1.02 0.92 0.99 0.93 NA 278 NA 256 none NA
1T18 332.3 342.1 0.97 1.08 0.83 1.30 NA none NA 168 276 0.61
11T18 309.1 324.3 0.95 0.97 0.73 1.33 NA none NA 196 312 0.63
51T12 405.4 399.3 1.02 1.01 0.70 1.44 NA none NA 222 357 0.62
10124 241.4 250.7 0.96 1.00 0.77 1.30 NA none NA 145 249 0.58
1010 100.9 128.9 0.78 0.37 0.39 0.95 NA none NA NA NA NA

Avg. 0.95 1.07 0.84 0.63
COV 7.2% 21.0% 58% 8.5%
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Fig. 11 Experimental and predicted load-steel strain plots for specimens 1 OR and
12R.

FEA predicted higher loads at the onset of yielding for flexural steel and

stirrups than those of the test data with an average EXP/FEA ratio of 0.84 and 0.63,

respectively. The FEA indicated that the models failed due to steel yielding and

concrete crushing, as was observed for the test beams. Example plots of
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experimental and predicted load-steel strain responses for Group A and B specimens

are shown in Figs. 11 and 12, respectively. The instrumented locations for these

load-steel strain responses are shown in Fig. 8. Fair correlation between the FEA

and experimental results was observed in the figures. Crack patterns predicted by

FEA (using principal-tension strains) were similar to those observed in the test

beams as shown in Figs. 13 and 14.
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Fig. 12 Experimental and predicted load-stirrup strain plots for specimen SIT 12.
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Conclusions

Nonlinear finite element analyses were performed to predict behavior of two

groups of experimental reinforced concrete specimens. Two different aid ratios were

included: 2.0 and approximately 3.0. The material modeling incorporated effects of

concrete confinement for the analyses. A quasi-displacement control technique was

employed to reduce solution times. The FE predicted results were compared with

the experimental data including ultimate load, deflection at the peak load, steel

strain, and crack pattern. Based on FE analysis results, the following conclusions are

made:

1) The quasi-displacement control technique can be used for reinforced

concrete beam modeling. This technique significantly reduced solution

times without loss of result precision.

2) Using proper material models for modeling of reinforced concrete beams

resulted in good correlation between FE prediction and test results. Finite

element analyses including confining effects well predicted response of

reinforced concrete beams with short shear span.

3) The FE prediction predicted the failure behavior of the laboratory

specimens reasonably well.
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CHAPTER 5

Finite Element Modeling and Analysis for Corrosion Damaged Conventionally
Reinforced Concrete Beams Subjected to Shear
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Introduction and Background

Many conventionally reinforced concrete (CRC) structures are exposed to

conditions that can lead to eventual corrosion of the embedded reinforcing steel.

These include coastal structures subjected to wind-born salt spray and seawater as

well as bridges subjected to deicing salt. Engineers often must evaluate existing

structures that exhibit corrosion induced damage and only limited information is

available for condition assessment and structural evaluation. A tool that has become

widely used for analysis of structures is finite element analysis, however application

to corrosion damaged structures requires modeling assumptions. Assessment of the

sensitivity of results to the modeling assumptions requires parametric study and

validation with experimental results. This paper presents modeling details for finite

element analysis of CRC beams with corrosion damage to shear reinforcement and

provides comparison of analyses with large-scale experiments of beam specimens for

a range of corrosion damage components.

Previous research on the effects of corrosion damage has focused on flexural

behavior of reinforced concrete members [Al-Sulaimani et al., 1990; Almusallam et

al., 1996; Cabrera, 1996; Mangat and Elgarf, 1999J, the effects of corrosion on the

bond behavior of corroded rebar [Amleh and Mirza, 1999; Stanish et al., 1999], and

the effects of cross-section loss due to corrosion on the mechanical properties of

rebar [Almusallam, 2001; Palsson and Mirza, 2002]. Previous research on the effect

of corrosion on shear behavior of reinforced concrete beams is lacking. An

experimental study on the capacity assessment of reinforced concrete beams with
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corrosion damage to the transverse steel was recently completed [Farrow, 2002].

This research focused on behavior of reinforced concrete beams exhibiting various

levels of corrosion damage to the transverse steel. The detailed experimental

observations as well as applications of traditional analysis techniques to predict

capacity are presented in Higgins et al. [2003]. These beam specimens were used to

aid development of finite element modeling techniques and for comparison with

parametric analyses to identify the contributions of damage components to capacity

reduction.

Finite element analysis has been widely used in engineering applications.

FEA of concrete structures has been performed using a number of different concrete

models, with one of the most common being the smeared cracking approach. The

method was employed for behavior evaluation of reinforced concrete members

[Suidan and Schnobrich, 1973; Stevens et al., 1987; Vecchio, 1989; Bhatt and Abdel

Kader, 1997; Maekawa et al., 2003]. Dagher and Kulendran [1992] utilized the

smeared cracking approach to develop a numerical model for corrosion damage in

concrete that provided a better understanding of mechanisms of damage propagation,

spalling, and delamination. Coronelli and Gambarova [2004] employed nonlinear

finite element analysis for structural assessment of corroded reinforced concrete

beams that exhibited a flexural failure. The effects of corrosion were modeled by

reducing the geometry of concrete and steel rebar elements, and by modifying the

constitutive models of concrete and steel as well as bond between the two materials.
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The approach applied to analysis of concrete beams with corrosion damage to

transverse reinforcement for structural capacity prediction is new.

This study uses a commercially available finite element code [ANSYS,

2003]. The experimental specimens tested by Farrow [2002] are used for

comparison of results and the individual contributions of cover spalling due to

expansion of corrosion products, rebar debonding from the concrete, and cross-

sectional area loss from corrosion are isolated and combined to predict the relative

contributions to strength and deformation capacity reduction.

Experimental Beams

Finite element modeling and analyses were employed to investigate effects of

corrosion damage for four experimental beams. The beams were rectangular in

section as shown in Fig. 1 and designed to have diagonal-tension failures. Due to the

limited number of stirrups that could be accommodated by the corrosion cell, only

half of the beam was subjected to accelerated corrosion.
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Fig. 1 Experimental specimen configuration.
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The stirrup spacing in the corrosion region was 255mm (10 in.) and four

corroded stirrups were contained in the test span. To ensure failure in the section of

interest, tighter stirrup spacing was used (152mm (6 in.) spacing) on the uncorroded

half of the span. Each of the four experimental beams exhibited different amounts of

corrosion damage. The specimens ranged from no damage to severe damage and

were designated as: specimen 1 ORA, 1 ORB, 1 ORC, and 1 ORD. Specimen 1 ORA had

no corrosion damage. Specimens 1 ORB, 1 ORC, and 1 ORD had light, moderate, and

severe damage states, respectively. The qualitative damage level indicates a larger

degree of concrete cover damage and greater rebar cross-sectional loss to corrosion.

Both the concrete cover damage and stirrup section loss were qualitatively measured.

Prior to testing, the experimental beams were visually inspected for damage, and

concrete cracks due to expansion of corrosion products were observed adjacent to

locations of the corroded stirrups and along the top and bottom cover of the beams

along the flexural steel. Delaminations and spalled areas of concrete cover in the test

spans were also identified. Detailed concrete damage data are described by Farrow

[2002].

After failure, the two stirrups that crossed the diagonal failure crack were

removed from each specimen. Measurements of the remaining cross-sectional areas

for the corroded stirrups were made. Both uniform cross-section loss along the leg-

length and local maximum section loss were determined for the corroded stirrups.

Mean values for the uniform cross-section loss along the stirrup legs and the local

maximum section losses were 13% and 34%; 23% and 61%; 26% and 100% for the
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IORB, IORC, and lORD beams, respectively. Table 1 shows the measured cross-

sectional areas of the stirrups after testing.

Table 1 Uniform and local maximum cross-sectional losses for experimental
stirrup specimens.

Uniform Local Maximum
Specimen

Area (in2)

% Section
2Area (in)

Section
Loss Loss

S2-1 0.1721 14.0 0.1488 25.6
S2-2 0.1746 12.7 0.1659 17.1

IORB S31 0.1767 11.7 0.1318 34.1

S3-2 0.1709 14.6 0.1349 32.6
Avg. 13.2

S2-1 0.1583 20.9 0.1550 22.5
S2-2 0.1423 28.9 0.0775 61.3

IORC S3-1 0.1607 19.7 0.1440 28.0
S3-2 0.1540 23.0 0.1209 39.6

Avg. 23.1

S2-1 0.1250 37.5 0 100.0
S2-2 0.1123 43.9 0.046 77.0

lORD S3-1 0.1735 13.3 0.162 19.0
S3-2 0.1830 8.5 0.158 21.0

Avg. 25.8

Beams were tested to failure using a monotonic loading protocol in a load

frame as shown in Fig. 2. Load-deflection responses for the experimental beams are

shown in Fig. 3. The maximum load, midspan deflection at the maximum load, and

the amount of energy for each of the experimental beams are shown in the top rows

of Table 2. Experimental results showed that the ultimate strength was reduced for

larger amounts of corrosion damage with specimens 1 ORB, 1 ORC, and 1 ORD

exhibiting 12%, 19%, and 30% lower ultimate strength, respectively, than specimen

1 ORA. The amount of energy absorbed by the beams was also used for specimen

comparisons, taken as the area under the load-deflection curve starting from initial
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loading to the maximum load before unloading. Specimens 1ORB, 1ORC, and lORD

had 24%, 47%, and 55% reduced energy, respectively, compared to specimen 1ORA.

Load

Center displacement Diagonal displacement
relative to floor

TIltSenSOr-\ JIJlIIIi \f iiiliii
I I I I I''. I ,"l'''. ." 1111

LL.LJJ_ I I
I I .1 '. I / 1/ _L.LJJJ

S4T\9<.S2 S\'r1
--4---" A------1-1

. .Suppo N// displacement Embeded//
relative to floor strain gage

Fig. 2Test setup.
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Fig. 3 Load-deflection response for experimental results and FE models.
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Table 7 Summary of exnerimentai and finite element modeling results.

Max. Load Deflection at EnergyExperimental Beam
(kips) Max. Load (in.) (in-kips)

1ORA 260.4 0.404 66.5
1ORB 228.0 0.329 50.6
IORC 210.2 0.286 35.2
lORD 182.7 0.269 30.0

Finite Element Model

No spa!! (10-in effective width) wi bonded concre e-rebar interface
0% A8 loss (no corrosion damage) 267.5 0.464 80.7
50%A8 loss 250.1 0.381 57.6
100% A8 loss 184.2 0.259 27.8
Spa!! (8-in effective width) wi bonded concrete-rebar interface

0% A8 loss 238.6 0.349 48.3
50%A8 loss 231.5 0.335 44.0
100% A8 loss 179.8 0.271 28.1

SP2 (0% uniform, 75% local maximum) 236.0 0.365 51.5
Spa!! wi debonded concrete-rebar interface

0% A8 loss with spalled cover 206.8
J

0.309 37.3
50% A8 loss with spalled cover 206.3 0.326 40.6
SP2 (0% uniform, 75% local maximum) 191.8 0.280 31.2
SP2 (50% uniform,_75% local maximum) 181.2 j 0.277 30.1

Finite Element Analysis

Finite element analyses were performed to predict the response of the

previously described experimental specimens. After validation of the model for the

undamaged specimen, corrosion damage was introduced to the FEA models.

Subsequently, corrosion damage components were analyzed in isolation (i.e.

concrete cover spalling, stirrup cross-sectional loss, and debonding at concrete-rebar

interfaces). This enabled identification of the contribution of corrosion damage

constituents to structural performance deterioration.
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solid elements. Analyses were performed using a quasi-displacement control

technique that incorporated high-stiffness springs at the loading point locations to

accelerate solution times without loss of precision. This acceleration technique is

described in detail in Chapter 4.

Materials

Material properties used in the model for both the concrete and reinforcing

steel were based on mechanical tests. Constitutive modeling of the concrete was

performed using Todeschini' s approximation for the compressive stress-strain

relationship [Todeschini et al., 1964] with parameters based on best-fit of actual

cylinder compression tests. Concrete strengths for specimens 1 ORA, 1 ORB, 1 ORC,

and lORD at the day-of-test were 34.1, 34.6, 35.2, and 30.3 MPa (4950, 5025, 5100,

and 4400 psi), respectively. An average of these concrete strengths was 33.1MPa

(4800 psi) and was used for all models to facilitate comparison of results for the

parametric study. An average strain at the peak stress of 0.0029 mm/mm also

obtained from the compression tests was used to construct the concrete stress-strain

curve. Tensile strength was set at 6/7 and Poisson's ratio was taken as 0.2. To

account for confining effects at the load application points, concrete elements near

midspan (Fig. 4) were modified to permit slower post-peak decay in compressive

stress, at support and loading locations [Soliman and Yu, 1967; Kent and Park,

1971].
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Steel stress-strain relationships for the reinforcing steel were obtained by

tension tests using a 51mm (2 in.) gage length. Bilinear curves were employed for

steel material modeling. The flexural reinforcing steel had a yield stress of 496MPa

(72 ksi) for the flexural-tension rebars and 483MPa (70 ksi) for the flexural-

compression rebars. The stirrups had a yield stress of44lMPa (64 ksi).

Finite Element Model Validation without Corrosion Damage

A baseline model without corrosion damage was developed (Fig. 4). Results

from the finite element analysis were compared with experimental response from

specimen 1ORA. As shown in Fig. 3, the overall load-deflection response of the

finite element model without corrosion damage compared well with the experimental

response. The ultimate capacity and energy of the FE model were 3% and 21%

higher than those of specimen 1ORA (Table 2). In addition to the ultimate load and

energy comparisons, the analytically predicted "crack pattern" considering maximum

principal-tension strains was compared with the observed crack pattern at failure for

the experimental beam. As shown in Fig. 5a, the predicted and experimental crack

patterns were similar. In addition to the global response, localized reinforcing steel

strain responses were compared. Strains in the flexural steel for the undamaged

model and experimental specimen 1ORA are shown in Fig. 6. The flexural

reinforcing bars in the FE model and experimental specimen 1 ORA both achieved the

yield strain. The interior lower-layer (LL-I) rebar yielded at a load of 1023kN (230

kips) for the FE model and at a load of 907kN (204 kips) for specimen 1 ORA, a 13%
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difference. The upper-layer (UL) rebar yielded at a load of 1 l34kN (255 kips) for

the model and a load of 1O36kN (233 kips) for specimen 1ORA, a 9% difference.

Analytically predicted and experimentally measured stirrup strains are Fig. 7. Two

stirrups within the test span were identified as yielded for both the FE model and

experimental specimen 1 ORA. However, the yielded stirrups in the FE model were

stirrups Si and S2 (Fig. 4), while the yielded stirrups in the experimental specimen

1 ORA were stirrups S2 and S3 (Fig. 4). This difference may be due to actual discrete

crack locations relative to strain gage locations, and bond stresses adjacent to these

crack locations for the experimental specimen compared to the smeared cracking and

perfect bond conditions of the FE model. However, the overall and local response of

the experimental specimen was well predicted by the finite element model.
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Fig. 6 Flexural steel strains for experimental specimen 1ORA and corresponding
undamaged finite element model.
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lORD are shown in Fig. 5b. One large crack was observed for experimental

specimen 1 ORD, while a wider band of large principal strains is seen in the FE

model. Flexural and stirrup strains for experimental specimen lORD were not

collected due to damage to the strain gages during the corrosion process and thus no

comparisons could be made between experimental specimen and analytical model.

Results from both the undamaged model and severely damaged models corresponded

well with experimental results for specimens 1 ORA and 1 ORD, and indicated the

upper and lower boundaries of the damage states.

To assess the isolated contribution of concrete cover spalling due to

corrosion, the outside layer of concrete elements was removed, while the stirrup

elements were included in the model and connected to the adjacent concrete

elements at the nodes. Analysis results showed that the maximum load and energy

of the model were reduced by 11% and 40%, respectively, as compared to the

undamaged model.

To assess the role of uniform cross-sectional area loss, FE models with

reduced cross-sectional areas for the stirrup elements were developed. No cover

spalling was included to isolate just the contribution of uniform stirrup cross-

sectional loss on beam capacity. The areas of the stirrup truss elements in the test

span were reduced by 50% and 100% uniformly over the entire leg length. FE

results showed that the ultimate strength and energy of the modelswere 7% and 29%

lower for the 50% uniform cross-sectional area loss model and 31% and 66% lower
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area losses as shown in Fig. 9. Comparisons of the ultimate load between the two

series of model are shown in Fig. 1 Oa. The reduction in ultimate load for the models

without cover spalling and the models with cover spalling exhibited similar trends.

There was a nonlinear reduction in ultimate load as the uniform stirrup cross-

sectional area loss in the models increases. For the models without cover spalling

and the models with cover spalling, reductions in ultimate loads of 7% and 3% were

found when the uniform cross-sectional area loss increased from 0% to 50%.

Similarly, reductions in ultimate load capacity of 26% and 22% were observed when

the uniform cross-sectional area loss increased from 50% to 100%. The significance

of the beam width and uniform cross-sectional area loss to the energy of the models

is shown in Fig. I Ob. When concrete cover spalling occurs, the energy of the model

was 40% less than the energy of the undamaged model for the cases with no area

loss. When the uniform section loss increases, the difference between the energies

for the model without spalling and the model with spalling reduced to 24% for 50%

uniform cross-sectional area loss models, and almost no difference for 100% uniform

cross-sectional area loss models. For the 100% uniform cross-sectional area loss

models, insignificant differences were observed for both the ultimate strength and

energy, which were about 33% and 65% lower than those of the undamaged model.

The analysis results are summarized in Table 2.
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cross-sectional area loss can alter the crack pattern as shown in Fig. 13 by

comparison of the principal tensile strains of the SP1, SP2, SP3, and SP4 models

with model with spalling and no localized section loss. The ultimate load and energy

of the SP4 model were 13% and 23% lower, respectively, than those of the model

with spalling and no localized section loss. The SP4 model exhibited the lowest

ultimate load and energy among the local section loss models. For this model, the

two locations of local maximum section loss were near or within the area of the

beam with large principal strains and at midheight of the beam away from the

constraint provided by the flexural steel and the compression zone (Fig. 13). The

sequencing of damage within this region contributed to diminished capacity and

energy as the locally reduced sections in the compression strut zone failed to

adequately constrain the transverse tensile strains. These results indicate that the

location of stirrup corrosion damage may affect the member behavior and that

damage sequencing could be of significance. For randomly occurring damage in the

field, the likelihood of sequencing may be small. However, for situations where

diagonal cracks already exist from previous loads as well as shrinkage and

temperature effects, corrosion may concentrate at the stirrups crossing the crack due

to the availability of moisture, air, and chlorides.
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Table 3 Summary results for finite element models with spatially distributed stirrup
local maximum cross-sectional loss.

Max. Deflection at
Model Load Max. Load

Energy
(in-kips)

(kips) (in.)

SP1 244.3 0.401 60.5

SP2 236.0 0.365 51.5

SP3 235.8 0.356 49.5

SP4 206.5 0.305 37.1

The correlation of uniform and localized section loss will vary with the

amount of cover damage, cracking of the concrete, and the environmental conditions

along the specimen. For sections with significant amounts of cover spalling it is

likely that large localized cross-sectional area loss will occur simultaneously with

uniform cross-sectional area loss along the stirrup leg length. When uniform cross-

sectional area loss is added to stirrups at the same time as local maximum stirrup

cross-section loss, the capacity and energy reduction of the models was only slightly

reduced when the stirrups are debonded from the concrete. However, when stirrups

are debonded from the concrete, load and deformation capacity were significantly

reduced as shown for model SP2 with and without stirrup bond to the concrete in

Table 2.

Concrete cover spalling diminishes the bond at the concrete-rebar interface.

As the bond between the concrete and steel reduces, the strains become more

uniform over the height of the section and the stirrups can strain along their entire

length more equally. To assess this phenomenon, a combination of cover spalling

and concrete-rebar interface debonding was included in a series of analyses. The
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model with concrete spalling used stirrups modeled from nine truss elements

comprising ten nodes. All the nodes for the stirrup elements were constrained to

solid concrete element nodes where they were coincident. To simulate concrete-

rebar interface debonding due to corrosion, only the two outer nodes of the stirrup

element groups at the ends were connected to the concrete elements. The analyses

were performed and results for ultimate load and energy of the models with spalled

concrete cover with debonded stirrups were 23% and 54% lower than those of the

otherwise similar model with bonded stirrups. Subsequently, a uniform stirrup cross-

sectional area loss of 50% was added to the spalled concrete cover model with

debonded concrete-rebar interface. This model produced an ultimate load reduction

of 23% and an energy loss of 50% compared to the undamaged model. Debonded

interfaces were then included for the local maximum section loss using the SP2

damage sequencing (uniform section loss of 0% and local maximum section loss of

75%). The 5P2 model with concrete-rebar interface debonding had capacity and

energy reductions of 28% and 61%, respectively, compared to the undamaged model

and had capacity and energy reductions of 19% and 39% compared to the similar

SP2 model with bonded stirrups of the same cross-sectional areas. An FE model

considering concrete spalling, concrete-rebar interface debonding, uniform rebar

section loss of 50%, and local maximum rebar section loss of 75% for the SP2 model

was developed. The ultimate capacity and energy of the model were 32% and 63%

less, respectively, than those of the undamaged model. This damage combination

corresponded to the most severe corrosion damage state observed in experimental



specimens (specimen 1 ORD). Load-deflection responses of the models with

debonded concrete-rebar interfaces are shown in Fig. 14 and analysis results are

summarized in Table 2. As seen in this figure, the maximum load and energy of the

models with the debonded concrete-rebar interfaces are relatively close to each other,

and ranged between 23% to 32% for ultimate loads and 50% to 63% for energies less

than the undamaged model. Sequencing of locations of maximum section loss may

not be as important when debonding occurs, as the stirrup strains were concentrated

within the smallest stirrup area, independent of the location relative to the principal

tensile strains on the cross-section.
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Summary results of ultimate loads and energies for all finite element analyses

and experimental data are shown in Fig. 15. The sequence of results is sorted by the

amount of energy and by the capacity. The analysis results fall within the range of

the experimental findings. A progression of corrosion damage and the subsequent

capacity loss for the test specimens was developed considering the damage to the

concrete and stirrups that occurs concurrently and based on the analytically predicted

capacity loss from individual and combined damage components. The predicted

sequencing of damage is illustrated in Fig. 16 using a pseudo-time progression for

corrosion damage as a function of shear capacity. Corrosion damage initiates when

chlorides reach corrosion threshold. The time to reach this threshold varies but will

depend on concrete permeability, as well as the availability of moisture, chlorides,

and oxygen. At the initiation of corrosion, the stirrups begin to lose cross-sectional

area and the expansion of the corrosion products results in concrete cover damage.

Relatively small reinforcing steel area loss (experimentally observed nominal section

loss of an average of 2.9% of initial area {Higgins et al., 2003]) was required to

produce cover cracking and initiate spalling. Loss of the concrete cover immediately

reduced the capacity due to the reduction in the beam cross-section, even as the

stirrup area is close to the original undamaged area. The initial concrete cover

damage was followed by additional steel area reduction (both uniform and localized

area loss) and debonding of the concrete-rebar interface along the length of the

stirrups. The stirrup location with the greatest localized section loss limits the shear

capacity, particularly for debonded stirrup legs which concentrates strain in the



reduced section of the stirrup regardless of the location of the reduced area. This

type of cumulative corrosion damage was represented by the severe damage state

observed for the experimental specimens and was reasonably modeled by combining

the individual corrosion damage components.
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Fig. 16 Corrosion damage sequence as a function of shear capacity.
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Conclusions

Engineers often must evaluate corrosion damaged CRC structures.

Estimating the remaining capacity requires analysis methods that can incorporate the

effects of corrosion damage to the stirrups and to the concrete section. Use of finite

element analysis has become routine for structural engineers and permits refined

analyses and was used to determine the impact of corrosion damage components on

capacity for shear dominated beams. The analyses were correlated with large-scale

experimental specimens subjected to accelerated corrosion of the embedded stirrups.

Based on observed corrosion damage to the experimental specimens, damage

parameters included in the analytical study were concrete section loss due to cover

spalling, uniform rebar cross-sectional loss, localized maximum rebar cross-sectional

loss and corresponding spatial distribution of maximum loss, and debonding of

corrosion-damaged stirrups from the concrete. Based on FE analysis results, the

following conclusions are made:

1. The range of damage observed for the experimental specimens was bounded

within the analytically superimposed corrosion damage parameters.

2. FE results and experimental data show that corrosion damage reduced the

stiffness in the service range, load-carrying capacity, and deflection at the

maximum load of the reinforced concrete beam specimens.

3. For the section considered, loss of bond between the stirrups and concrete

produced the greatest reduction in load and deformation capacity for an

individual damage component.
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4. Cover spalling reduced the load-carrying capacity by 11% and the energy by

40% compared with the undamaged specimen. The contribution of the cover

to strength and deformation capacity may depend on the relative size of the

cover area to the overall size of the specimen.

5. Uniform section loss up to 50% of the original area had relatively small

impact on strength, although the deformation was reduced by 29%. When the

stirrup area was reduced to zero, both the load and deformation capacity were

significantly reduced.

6. The spatial distribution of localized cross-sectional area loss (local maximum

section loss) can alter the crack pattern compared with the undamaged model

when the stirrups are still effectively bonded to the surrounding concrete.

When the maximum area loss corresponds to a region of the beam with large

principal tensile stresses the capacity is reduced.

7. Debonding of the stirrups reduces the impact of the location of the maximum

stirrup section loss. Undonded stirrups strains are largest within the reduced

section regardless of location.

8. Combined damage parameters of cover loss, uniform area loss, locally

reduced areas and stirrup debonding effectively represented the experimental

specimen in the most severe corrosion damage state.
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusions

The finite element analysis reasonably predicted the relative magnitude of

vertical force in the girders as compared to the field measured stirrup strains under

service-level moving loads. This indicates that load distribution in the service-level

range may be reasonably predicted using finite element analysis for the bridge types

containing diagonal cracks in the girders. Comparisons between finite element

analysis and code distribution factors for shear indicated that the code distribution

factors may be overly conservative for bridge evaluation.

The ACI method widely used for design provided unconservative results for

the large RC specimens with stirrups. Two analytical methods, Response
2000TM

and AASHTO MCFT, reasonably predicted capacity of the experimental specimens

over the range of variables considered. Capacity of the specimens with flexural

reinforcing cutoff was accurately predicted with use of equivalent flexural

reinforcing steel areas to account for partially developed bars.

Nonlinear finite element analyses performed using the material models and

the quasi-displacement control technique predicted the behavior of the experimental

specimens reasonably well. The modeling technique was employed to evaluate

corrosion damaged CRC specimens. The finite element analysis results correlated

with the experimental results well and quantitatively estimated capacity reduction

due to both individual and combined corrosion damages.
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